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ABSTRACT

We present the initial design of a very large � kton liquid scintillator detector
to be installed in the underground cavity where Kamiokande used to be� The ex�
periment is optimized to detect low�energy anti�neutrinos and it will perform unique
measurements in the �elds of neutrino physics	 geophysics and astrophysics� One of
the initial goals will be to perform a very long baseline oscillation experiment using
a large number of nuclear reactors� Such an experiment will be sensitive to neutrino
masses as low as m� � �� ���� eV� attacking	 for the �rst time with a laboratory
measurement	 some of the possible solutions to the �solar neutrino anomaly�� This
can be considered the �ultimate� neutrino mass test using the oscillation technique�
The observation of neutrinos from the Earth	 supernovae	 atmosphere and nucleon
decay will also be part of a very rich initial program	 while in a later stage the ob�
servation of solar neutrinos and other channels requiring ultra�low background will
become the main focus� KamLAND is conceived as a �scalable� detector that will be
able to start in a very short time to deliver results on a number of essential physics
issues that only require present�day technology� This �rst running period will also
establish backgrounds and detector requirements for a second ultra�low background
running phase�
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� Introduction

��� Project Overview

The study of neutrinos has recently become a central issue in many disciplines of fun�
damental science	 including particle physics	 cosmology and astrophysics� A number
of experimental hints seem to suggest neutrino �avor oscillations and	 while in some
of these cases other phenomena may account for the anomalies observed	 the chances
are high that neutrinos may provide us with surprises and ultimately point us toward
the understanding of elementary particles and interactions� At the same time it is
believed that the observation of neutrinos coming from stars and galaxies may not
only complement optical astronomy but also open new horizons of qualitatively new
data about the Cosmos�

We describe here a detector that will be able to substantially add to our ability
to study neutrinos	 making possible a number of unique new measurements while
improving many others� As shown in Figure � the detector will consist of �	��� tons
of liquid scintillator housed in the old Kamiokande cavern� The availability of the
Kamiokande site makes possible the construction of a very ambitious detector at a
comparatively modest cost	 since there will be little civil engineering required�

The use of liquid scintillator producing substantially more light than a �Cerenkov
radiator will allow lower detection thresholds while	 at the same time	 will give good
neutron detection e�ciency	 providing a clear signature for inverse�beta�decay anti�
neutrino capture� The clear signature of anti�neutrinos	 together with the capability
of obtaining equally clear signals for neutrino scattering on carbon	 allows KamLAND
to do �rst�rate science using currently available technology and liquid scintillator pu�
ri�cation levels� Furthermore the detector design follows a very attractive �scalable�
approach in that KamLAND could become one of the best detectors for studying so�
lar neutrino physics with essentially no modi�cations once the puri�cation technology
for scintillators will reach the levels needed for this purpose�

The detector will have as initial goal the study of electron anti�neutrinos� The
presence of many large nuclear reactors in the ��� to ��� km range makes it ideally
suited to study ��e � ��X oscillations with an extremely long baseline� Such experi�
ment will essentially represent the �ultimate� reactor neutrino oscillation experiment
and will reach the smallest neutrino mass di�erences that can be probed with any
laboratory experiment in the foreseeable future�

Anti�neutrinos from ��decay in the Earth
s crust would also be measured for the
�rst time	 providing useful geophysical information	 while the anti�neutrino and �avor
identi�cation capabilities of KamLAND will substantially add	 from the beginning of
running	 to the �eld of supernova neutrinos� Measurements of speci�c channels for
nucleon decay and atmospheric neutrinos will also be carried�out�

The experience in running the detector gained in this �rst period	 together with
the new technological advances gained in dealing with ultra�pure materials	 will subse�
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quently allow us to move in the most e�ective way to a new phase when solar neutrino
spectroscopy with low threshold will represent the �rst priority� In this second phase
other measurements requiring ultra�low backgrounds	 such as a search for neutrinoless
double�beta decay	 may be implemented by properly doping the scintillator�

While the civil construction in the Kamiokande vault has already started	 the US
collaboration is planning to take over a number of important tasks in the construc�
tion of the experiment	 ranging from the manufacturing of the plastic balloon that
contains the scintillator	 to the o�cial simulation of the detector	 to the design and
construction of most front�end electronics	 to the detector calibration system	 to the
radioactive quali�cation of the construction materials� Scintillator formulation and
blending will be done jointly by Japanese and US scientists� In parallel to this we
have initiated a vigorous long�term scintillator development program that will allow
us to gradually improve the detector performances�

We also believe that the presence under the same mountain of the highly successful
SuperKamiokande detector	 also built and operated by a US�Japanese team	 will
strengthen our enterprise from the logistic and cultural standpoints�

��� Comparison with other Projects

KamLAND belongs to a new generation of low�background detectors generally built
to study particle physics and astrophysics� All these experiments derive from the
realization that a great wealth of fundamental science can be done in a very cost
e�ective manner by studying naturally produced cosmic radiation�

A few points	 however	 set KamLAND in a very special category of projects� First	
this experiment is not only observing natural phenomena but	 in fact	 will initially
focus on a laboratory style experiment	 using neutrinos produced in reactors� No
other experiment has access to this physics� Second	 KamLAND represents a new
qualitative step in obtaining detailed low energy information from an unprecedented
mass of material� In this respect our detector will have several times the mass of
Borexino that is supposed to start data�taking in a similar period and it will therefore
have access to a number of phenomena �like supernova neutrinos� that will produce
marginal rates in other experiments� Finally	 our detector is conceived in a unique
scalable architecture that will allow us to start performing exciting measurements
while improving the detector for future measurements� This allows us to propose a
detector that will eventually rely on technology of the future but will need virtually
no time for R�D before obtaining the �rst physics results�
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� Physics Considerations

Qualitatively new tools often lead to fundamentally new results in physics	 some of
them predicted	 and others unexpected� In accelerator�based particle physics	 which
involves man�made phenomena created by interaction of accelerated particles with
targets	 and observing the reaction products	 this statement is usually taken nearly
for granted� However	 the same is true in �elds where one observes naturally occur�
ring phenomena	 such as in astrophysics� The extension of the observable wavelength
range from visible to radio�waves	 micro�waves	 x�rays and gamma rays made possi�
ble by new telescopes both ground�based and on spacecrafts	 led to the revolution in
astrophysics in the last several decades� The emergence of large underground neu�
trino detectors in a similar way led to an unprecedented progress in the study of
neutrinos	 and objects emitting neutrinos� This is an ongoing development with a
great promise� The proposed KamLAND detector	 one of just a handful of devices
speci�cally designed as neutrino detectors	 will undoubtedly continue the tradition of
its predecessor	 Kamiokande	 which was the �rst detector to prove that the solar neu�
trinos are indeed coming from the Sun	 and with the IMB became the �rst detectors
to observe supernova neutrinos and the atmospheric neutrino anomaly� Below	 as an
overture to the description of the KamLAND detector and its physics goals	 we give
a brief overview of the present status of neutrino physics�

��� Overview of Neutrino Physics

Neutrinos have the distinction of being the �rst elementary particles whose exis�
tence was predicted by a theorist in order to explain seemingly unrelated phenomena�
Pauli made such prediction in ���� in his famous letter in order to explain the con�
tinuous electron energy distribution in nuclear beta decay� It became immediately
clear �thanks to Bethe and Peierls� that neutrinos will be di�cult to observe	 because
the corresponding cross sections are so tiny� But in a series of experiments in �����
�� Cowan	 Reines and collaborators were able to prove convincingly that electron
anti�neutrinos from nuclear reactors are able to cause the inverse neutron beta decay	
��e � p � e
 � n	 and hence that they are real particles� Shortly afterwards	 in ����	
the separate identity of the muon neutrinos	 ��	 was demonstrated� Another decade
later	 in ����	 the tau lepton was discovered by Perl et al�	 and the observation of its
decay properties implied the existence of the third neutrino	 �� � More recently the
precise measurements of the decay width of the Z have shown that just three neutrino
�avors participate in the weak interactions �at least for neutrinos with masses less
than ���MZ��

Ironically	 while our knowledge of intrinsic neutrino properties remains quite poor	
these particles have been used as tools to understand other phenomena� The tradition
of underground detectors began thirty years ago when Davis and his collaborators
were �rst able to detect neutrinos from the Sun� This was	 and still is	 the only clear
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proof that the basic energy generation in stars is understood� We already mentioned
the birth of neutrino astronomy with the observation of the neutrino burst from
the supernova ����A� Neutrino�induced reactions also played an important role in
establishing what is now known as the Standard Model of electroweak interactions
when in ���� the neutral currents were discovered via the observation of the �� �e�
�� � e scattering as well as the neutral current scattering of neutrinos on nucleons�
Finally	 neutrinos have been extensively used in deep inelastic scattering experiments
at CERN and FNAL	 exploring the quark structure of nucleons�

The main problem in neutrino physics today is the question whether neutrinos	
like the charged fermions	 have a mass� What are the theoretical aspects of this
question� When the Standard Model of electroweak interactions was established	
there was no experimental reason to introduce neutrino mass	 and hence the model
postulated that neutrinos are massless� This assumption was consistent with the
observation that the individual lepton �avors seem to be conserved �and	 naturally	
the total lepton number as well�� In addition	 since the upper limits on neutrino
masses are so much smaller than the masses of the corresponding charged leptons
�or quarks� it was �natural� to assume that	 in fact	 neutrinos are massless	 hence
avoiding the unnaturally small mass ratios� However	 at present there is a consensus
among theorists that the Standard Model cannot be applicable at arbitrarily high
energies	 and that the requirement of renormalizability is not an absolute one� Rather	
most theorists consider the Standard Model an e�ective �eld theory which should be
a good description of nature only up to some energy limit where new physics will
manifest itself� This point of view naturally leads to the expectation that neutrino
masses acquire a value which is of the order h�i��M 	 where h�i is the Higgs vacuum
expectation value ����� GeV�	 and M is the energy scale of new physics� As long as
h�i �M the neutrino masses will be naturally small�

One can come to a similar conclusion from a rather di�erent viewpoint as well	
as in the see�saw mechanism� In it	 within the general framework of the Standard
Model	 one simply assumes the existence of new particles	 the heavy neutrino elec�
troweak singlets� The see�saw mechanism then results in the light Majorana neutrino
mass of the order M�

f �MR	 where Mf is the mass of a generic Dirac fermion �quark
or lepton� and MR is the mass of the heavy singlet neutrino� Again	 as long as
hMfi � MR physical neutrinos will be very light Majorana fermions� Thus	 vari�
ous reasonable extensions of the Standard Electroweak Model typically predict the
existence of neutrino mass� They do not predict	 however	 how large or small this
mass will be� Most of such extensions	 moreover	 lead to the expectation that the
massive neutrinos are Majorana particles	 and that the phenomenon of mixing	 anal�
ogous to the Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa mixing among quarks	 will govern their
weak interactions�

At present there is no well established	 and independently con�rmed evidence that
the scenario sketched above exists in nature� But the evidence for neutrino mass is
being pursued in studies involving neutrinos created in astrophysical objects �Sun	
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supernovae�	 in the earth atmosphere	 in accelerators and nuclear reactors	 in weak
decays of nuclei and elementary particles	 and in studies of reactions and decays where
neutrinos appear as virtual particles	 such as the neutrinoless double beta decay� This
is a �eld in �ux	 with several experimental �ndings that can be interpreted as evidence
for neutrino mass and mixing� Indeed	 many of these �ndings	 in particular the recent
results from SuperKamiokande on atmospheric neutrinos	 do not have any other likely
explanations�

What values of the neutrino mass can one expect� An important upper limit can
be established by arguments based on cosmology� If neutrinos are stable	 or at least
have lifetimes longer than the age of the Universe �� ����y�	 one con�dently expects
the existence of the primordial neutrino sea	 analogous to the well established ��� K
background microwave radiation� If these primordial neutrinos are massive	 their mass
is constrained by the phenomenon of universal expansion� There is some �exibility in
such a constraint	 related to the uncertainty in the value of the Hubble constant	 but
a conservative upper limit for the sum of masses of all �avors of the stable neutrinos
is about ��� eV� This limit can be further reduced if one accepts the often made claim
that the so�called hot dark matter originates from massive neutrinos and it cannot
contribute more than a fraction of the critical density �� � �� of the Universe�
While these considerations do not mean that neutrinos are necessarily massive	 they
clearly show that if masses of the order of few eV were experimentally established	
the consequences for cosmology and astrophysics would be very signi�cant�

Conceptually	 the simplest way to search for the neutrino mass is based on the
kinematic studies of the particles produced in the weak decays such as �H ��He e���e	
� � ��� and � � n��� � The latter two processes result in limits for the mass of ��
and �� well above the cosmological bound� The limit on the ��e mass from the tritium
beta decay	 however	 is in the few eV range� Unfortunately	 the interpretation of
the tritium beta decay experiments is plagued at the present time by �apparently�
systematic uncertainties leading to the best �t in the unphysical range m�

� � ��

Another conceptually simple neutrino mass determination is based on the time�of�
�ight method with the supernova neutrinos� In particular	 for a Galactic supernova	
determining the time delay between the neutral current signal caused by the �� and
�� neutrinos	 and the charged current signal caused by the ��e neutrinos	 one can reach
sensitivities well below the cosmological bound� KamLAND will be particularly well
equipped to perform such a measurement�

Before describing the concept and results of the search for neutrino oscillations	
let us note that the neutrinoless double beta decay is another source of information
on the neutrino mass� This process	 in which a nucleus of charge Z and mass number
A �A�Z are both even� decays as �Z�A� � �Z � �� A� � �e� �no neutrino in the
�nal state�	 is possible only when the corresponding neutrino is a massive Majorana
particle� The quantity constrained by the limit on the lifetime of neutrinoless double
beta decay	 hm�i �

P
miU

�
e�i	 is the sum over all massive neutrino �avors i and may

involve cancellations caused by phases in the mixing matrix U�
e�i� The best limit on
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the quantity hm�i comes at the present time from the Heidelberg�Moscow experiment
in Gran Sasso with about �� kg of ��Ge as a source	 and restricts this quantity to ����
��� eV	 depending on the value of the corresponding nuclear matrix element� In some
advanced stage of the KamLAND detector we might be able to perform a search for
the neutrinoless double beta decay with much larger quantities of the source material	
reaching a considerably better sensitivity to the neutrino Majorana mass�

The experimental hints for neutrino mass are at present based on the phenomenon
of neutrino oscillations� If	 as suggested above	 neutrinos are massive particles which
behave in analogy to quarks	 the states with a de�nite mass �i�e�	 the �mass eigen�
states� which propagate as plane waves in a vacuum� are not necessarily the partners
of the charged leptons that couple to the vector bosons W� in doublets �i�e�	 the weak
eigenstates� �

�e
e�

�
�

�
��
��

�
�

�
��
��

�
	 ���

The weak eigenstates j�li will be in such a case linear superpositions of the mass
eigenstates j�ii

j�li �
X
i

Ul�ij�ii � ���

where the coe�cients Ul�i form the leptonic mixing matrix� If we assume that only
three neutrinos can contribute in the Eq� ��� above	 then U is a unitary ��� matrix�

If Eq� ��� is valid	 we encounter the phenomenon of neutrino oscillations in which
a neutrino which was initially in the weak eigenstate l can be spontaneously trans�
formed	 at least in part	 into another weak eigenstate neutrino of �avor l�� To see
how that happens	 consider the time development of the mass eigenstate j�ii

j�i�t�i � e�i�Eit�piL�j�i���i � e�i�m
�

i
��E�Lj�i���i � ���

where L is the �ight path and in the last expression we assumed that the laboratory
momenta and energies are much larger than the neutrino rest masses mi� Let us
consider now the propagation of a neutrino which was created at L � � as a weak
eigenstate j�li� At a distance L this state is described by

j�l�L�i �X
i

Ul�ie
�i�m�

i
��E�Lj�ii �

X
l�

X
i

Ul�ie
�i�m�

i
��E�LU�

l��ij�l�i 	 ���

Thus	 the neutrino of �avor l acquired components corresponding to other �avors
l�� This is a purely quantum mechanical e�ect	 a consequence of the coherence in
the superposition of states in Eq� ���� The probability that the �transition� l � l�

happens at L is obviously

P ��l � �l� � L� � jX
i

Ul�iU
�

l��ie
�i�m�

i
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This is an oscillating function of the distance L� The oscillation length depends on the
neutrino masses mi �actually on the di�erences of mass squares�	 and the oscillation
amplitude depends on the mixing matrix U �
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Neutrino oscillation experiments are often analyzed in a simpli�ed way by assum�
ing that only two neutrino �avors mix	 e�g� e and �� The mixing matrix U then
depends only on one mixing angle 
	 and the oscillation probability	 Eq� ���	 is also
simpli�ed

U �

�
cos
 sin

�sin
 cos


�
� P ��e � ��� L� � sin��
sin��m�L��E� 	 ���

Here m� � m�
��m�

�� The probability that �e remains �e is obviously P ��e � �e� L� �
�� P ��e � ��� L��

In this two��avor scenario the oscillation amplitude is sin��
 which vanishes if

 � � or ��o and is maximum if 
 ���o� The oscillation length is

Losc � ��
�E�

m�
�

�	��E��MeV�

m��eV��
meters 	 ���

To test for oscillations	 one can perform either an appearance search in which one
looks for new neutrino �avor	 or a disappearance test in which one looks for a change
in the �ux normalization� In either case	 tests performed at distance L are only
sensitive to the values of m� for which L � O�Losc��

So far we have considered only propagation of neutrinos in a vacuum� When
neutrinos propagate in matter	 such as in the solar interior	 the oscillation pattern
may be modi�ed� This happens because electron neutrinos can forward scatter on
electrons by charged current interactions	 and other neutrino �avors cannot� Under
favorable circumstances a resonance enhancement of the oscillation amplitude	 the
so�called Mikheyev�Smirnov�Wolfenstein �MSW� e�ect �!	 can take place�

Numerous searches for neutrino oscillations were performed during the last two
decades� Most of them resulted in an �exclusion plot�	 i�e�	 based on them certain
ranges of the parameters m� and sin��
 can be excluded from further considerations
as shown in Figure � for the case ����e� However	 at the present time there are three
groups of measurements that suggest the existence of neutrino oscillations� �And	 at
the same time	 the parameter ranges suggested by them are not excluded�� Only these
positive results will be discussed here� �Details can be found in the latest edition of
the Review of Particle Physics��

The most prominent group of measurements which are interpreted as evidence for
neutrino oscillations deals with the �missing� solar neutrinos� The Sun produces an
intense �ux of electron neutrinos as a byproduct of the fusion reactions which generate
solar power� It is believed that the solar structure is understood su�ciently well so
that the �ux and energy spectrum of the solar neutrinos can be con�dently predicted�
The solar neutrino �uxes have been measured in �ve experiments so far� All of them
report a de�cit	 i�e�	 the measured �ux is less than the expected one� Moreover	 the
reduction depends on the neutrino energy	 inferred experimentally from the thresholds
of the individual detectors� The only viable explanation of the de�cit appears to be
neutrino oscillation ��e disappearance�� By contrast to the attempts to explain the
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de�cit by modi�cation of the solar model	 which are unsuccessful	 all existing data
can be simply and elegantly explained by invoking neutrino mass� In particular	 the
solution based on the MSW e�ect o�ers the most popular scenario� Treating the
problem in the two��avor framework explained above	 one arrives at two isolated
islands in the m� " sin��
 plane� Both solutions correspond to m� � ���	 eV��
One of them has rather small sin��
 ������ The other one has much larger mixing
angle	 sin��
 � ���� This solution also spans a larger interval of m� extending up to
���� eV�� The KamLAND experiment will be able to exclude or con�rm this �large
angle� solution of the solar neutrino puzzle independently of extraneous e�ects�

The second set of measurements that can be interpreted as evidence for neutrino
oscillations is the �atmospheric neutrino anomaly�� Primary cosmic rays impinging
on the nitrogen and oxygen nuclei at the top of the earth
s atmosphere produce mostly
pions	 which subsequently decay via � � ����� �� e��e��� The resulting atmospheric
neutrinos therefore are expected to follow the �� � �e � � � � ratio	 which is essentially
independent of the details of the complicated process that created them� In addition	
in an underground detector	 one can deduce the direction of the incoming neutrinos
from the direction of the leptons �e and �� created by the charged current interactions	
at least at high enough energies� Again	 one is reasonably con�dent that this zenith
angle distribution can be accurately predicted� If the �� and#or �e neutrinos oscillate	
one expects deviations from the ��� ratio mentioned above� Also	 since the zenith
angle is simply related to the neutrino path length	 one expects deviations from the
expected zenith angle dependence of the lepton yield�

Both signatures of neutrino oscillations were in fact observed� The ����e ratio is
noticeably smaller	 only about ��$ of the expected value� This result has been con�
�rmed in four detectors thus far	 while contradicted by one �Frejus� with less statistics�
The anomalous zenith angle dependence was �rst observed in Kamiokande	 and has
been now con�rmed	 with much better statistical signi�cance	 by SuperKamiokande�
If these e�ects indeed signify neutrino oscillations �and we do not have another viable
explanation� then the corresponding mixing angle is large	 sin��
 � �� The value of
the mass parameter m� remains uncertain	 but is clearly in the range ���� � ����

eV�� While the preferred scenario involves �� � �� oscillations	 it is not clear that
�� � �e oscillations are impossible� Again	 KamLAND will be able to convincingly
con�rm or reject the latter possibility with a �laboratory� measurement�

Finally	 the only indication for oscillations involving man�made neutrinos comes
from the LSND experiment which �nds evidence for the ��� � ��e and	 with more
limited statistics	 also for �� � �e� The former channel uses neutrinos from the
pion and muon decay at rest	 with energies less than m���� The latter channel uses
neutrinos from the pion decay in �ight which have somewhat higher energies� These
are appearance experiments% the observed signal should be absent if neutrinos do not
oscillate� The well determined quantity is the oscillation probability	 which has the
value of about ������� This result has not been independently con�rmed but it is
not contradicted by other evidence either�
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As we can see from this brief discussion	 the last decade brought us a number of
clues� With the exception of the LSND evidence	 they all came from large under�
ground detectors� A number of new experiments is in various stages of planning or
building� It is very likely that the next decade will bring the resolution of the neutrino
mass puzzle and KamLAND will play an essential role in this enterprise�

��� Reactor Oscillation Experiment

�
�
� Laboratory Neutrino Oscillation Experiments

As we have described in the previous section most of the evidence for neutrino os�
cillations derives from experiments performed with neutrinos produced by natural
phenomena outside the direct control of the experimenter� Although we now have
reasonable con�dence in our understanding of these sources	 �laboratory style� ex�
periments are essential to conclusively separate the intrinsic neutrino physics from
other phenomena�

Historically	 neutrino oscillation experiments have been performed using both nu�
clear reactors and accelerators as sources� The regions of m� and sin� �
 covered by
di�erent experiments are shown in Figure � for �e � �� oscillations�

From Equation � it is clear that in order to probe su�ciently small m�	 long
baselines have to be combined with low energy neutrinos� On the other hand small
mixing parameters sin� �
 are generally accessible only to appearance experiments
where few events of the right �avor are statistically very signi�cant� As a consequence	
accelerator�based experiments with appearance signatures and lower backgrounds are
naturally suited to explore regions of small sin� �
	 while	 reactor�based ones	 with
low energy neutrinos	 can only perform disappearance measurements but naturally
excel in the exploration of small m� values� This general concept can be see at work
in Figure � where the parameter space is carved in the two directions by the di�erent
types of experiments�

Since theory does not give precise hints on what neutrino masses should be	 the
�rst generation of neutrino oscillation experiments	 triggered by the original hypoth�
esis of Pontecorvo  �!	 was targeted at whatever range of parameters was accessible
at that time� The situation changed in the last decade mostly due to the inputs
from astrophysics and cosmology described above� As a consequence	 recent experi�
ments concentrated until now on two regions	 motivated by the atmospheric neutrino
anomaly and by the neutrino mass range that would produce a substantial contri�
bution to the dark matter in the universe� The last case corresponds	 as shown in
Figure �	 to � �eV masses and possibly very small mixing angle� This region is well
adapted to accelerator experiments and a number of groups are presently probing
it� Chorus  �! and Nomad  �! at CERN	 Karmen  �! at RAL and LNSD  �! at Los
Alamos� This last experiment has in fact presented evidence  �! for oscillations and
a number of new experiments have been designed to investigate this region further�
Such experiments include an upgrade of the Karmen experiment running now	 the
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Figure �� Phasespace for �e � �� oscillations� The existing limits are compared with current and
future experiments and the region obtained by interpreting the solar neutrino anomaly as due to
oscillations� The MSW mechanism is used in plotting the solar neutrino regions� We do not show
here� for simplicity� the di�erent regions spanning the range � � ���� � �m� � � � ����eV� and
large mixing�angle that results from di�erent interpretations of the atmospheric neutrino anomaly�
The sensitivity of reactor experiments is the same for �e � �� oscillations� Limits are at ��	 CL�
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Boone experiments  �! at FNAL and the TOSCA experiment  �! at CERN�
The region in parameter space suggested by the atmospheric neutrino anomaly is

under investigation by reactor experiments like Chooz  ��! and Palo Verde  ��!	 by
Minos  ��!	 K�K  ��! and by a possible new set of experiments performed between
CERN and Gran Sasso in Italy� We note here that	 while Chooz and Palo Verde
are only sensitive to ��e � ��X oscillations	 the accelerator experiments will be able to
measure any mixing between the three neutrino �avors�

The region of parameter space relevant to the solar neutrino anomaly has not
been accessible until now to terrestrial experiments and KamLAND represent the �rst
opportunity to perform this unique physics� The low energy of the reactor neutrinos	
together with the formidable baseline available for the measurement �� ��� km� will
give us access to a qualitatively di�erent region of the m� � sin� �
 plane	 with a
minimum m� sensitivity of � � ����eV�	 ��� times smaller than what is presently
available or expected at Minos and other accelerator experiments� Since the solar
neutrino anomaly concerns oscillations with electron neutrinos	 a reactor experiment
is perfectly suited to this study� In addition KamLAND will explore any conceivable
e�ect having to do with the atmospheric neutrino anomaly in the ��e � ��� channel�
No other laboratory experiment has access to such a large and uncharted territory�

�
�
� Very�Long Baseline Oscillations with KamLAND

Nuclear reactors produce isotropically ��e in the � decay of the neutron�rich �ssion
fragments� Electron anti�neutrinos are primarily captured by protons in the detector
s
liquid scintillator according to the reaction�

��e � p � e
 � n

that at lowest order has an approximate cross section ��!

��E�� �
����h�

m	
ec

�f�n
�E� �Mc�� �E� �Mc��� �m�

ec
�!���

where M is the n�p mass di�erence	 �n is the neutron lifetime	 f is the Fermi
function for neutron ��decay and the neutron recoil is neglected� The error in the
knowledge of such cross�section is about �$ and it is dominated by the experimental
uncertainty on the neutron lifetime ��!�

While the positron from the �nal state deposits its energy in ionization and anni�
hilates with an electron from the scintillator	 the neutron is thermalized and captured
in the liquid according to the reaction n � p � d � �	 where the photon has an en�
ergy of ��� MeV� The neutron capture time on protons is ����s so that anti�neutrino
events present a signature consisting of a delayed coincidence between the �prompt�
positron signal and the �delayed� neutron one� The neutrino capture reaction has a
threshold of M � me � �	� MeV�
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For all practical purposes the reactor anti�neutrino �ux and spectrum depend only
on the composition of the core in terms of the four isotopes ��	U	 ���U	 ���Pu and ���Pu
being �ssioned in the reactor� Neutrinos are then produced by long chains of daughter
isotopes and hundreds of di�erent ��decays have to be included to account for the
observed yields� The modeling of such processes is quite a formidable task but there
is nowadays a very good agreement between theoretical calculations and experimental
data� Two ways can be used to experimentally cross check theoretical models� In
one case the electron spectra for �ssion�produced chains can be experimentally mea�
sured for each of the four parent isotopes� From this data	 available only for ���	U	
���Pu and ���Pu�	 anti�neutrino spectra can be derived without loss of accuracy ��!	
obtaining a total uncertainty on the �ux of about �$� Alternatively	 anti�neutrino
�ux and spectra have been directly measured  ��! in several high�statistic experi�
ments with detectors of known e�ciency at small distances� These data are usually a
by�product of previous reactor oscillation experiments where the anti�neutrinos have
been measured at di�erent distances� Since these observations have been found to be
consistent with a ��r� law �no oscillations at short baselines� they can now be used
as a determination of the absolute anti�neutrino spectra� A total error of about ���$
has been achieved in these measurements� The situation is illustrated in Figure �
where the measured anti�neutrino induced positron spectrum is compared with its
prediction from ��spectroscopy�
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Figure �� Positron spectrum measured at 
��� m from the core of the G�osgen reactor���� Data
points are obtained after background subtraction� errors are statistical only� The solid curve is a �t
to the data assuming no oscillations� The dashed curve is derived by independent ��spectroscopy�

All experimental methods and calculations agree with each other within errors so
that	 given the history of power and fuel composition for a reactor	 its anti�neutrino
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energy spectrum can be computed with an error of about �$� We note here that for
this kind of experiments a �near measurement� is super�uous as	 in essence	 all the
information needed can be readily derived from the previous generations of experi�
ments	 using their result that no oscillations take place at those shorter baselines�

Since the neutrino spectrum is only measured above the ��� MeV threshold	 only
prompt �energetic� decays contribute to the useful �ux and the �neutrino luminosity�
tracks very well in time the power output of the reactor� Generally	 a few hours after
a reactor turns o� the neutrino �ux above threshold has become negligible� Similarly	
the equilibrium for neutrinos above threshold is established already several hours after
the reactor is turned on�

There are �� commercial nuclear power plants in Japan	 supplying �#� �or ���
GW thermal� of the total electric power in the country ��!� At the Kamioka site
there is an anti�neutrino �ux of �����cm��s�� �or �����cm��s�� for E�  �	�MeV�
from these reactors� ��$ of such �ux derives from reactors at a distance between
��� km and ��� km	 so that there is a limited range of baselines� The total number of
��p � ne
 events expected from reactors is ��� kton��year�� for a CnH�n
� target	 the
detailed sharing between the �ve plants giving the largest contribution being listed
in Table ��

Reactor Site Thermal Power Distance Rate
�GW� �km� �Events#year�

Kashiwazaki ���� ��� ���
Ohi ���� ��� ���
Takahama ���� ��� ��
Hamaoka ���� ��� ��
Tsuruga ��� ��� ��
Total ����� ���

Table �� Expected contribution of di�erent reactors to the neutrino rates detected in KamLAND
in the case of no oscillations� Several other reactors each giving a small contribution do not have
individual entries in the table but are included in the total�

Although reactor experiments are essentially of the disappearance type	 the anti�
neutrino energy spectrum is modi�ed by oscillations so that	 in general	 extra in�
formation is available besides the absolute neutrino count� In our case	 even in the
absence of one single baseline	 the energy spectrum still plays an important role	 at
least for rather large mass di�erences� This is shown in Figure � where the energy
spectrum is plotted for the case of no oscillation �original reactor spectrum� and for
three di�erent oscillation scenarios�

Since the measurement of an absolute �ux is essential to reach the best sensitivity	
it is customary in this kind of experiments to measure backgrounds at zero or low
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Figure �� Energy spectrum from reactors neutrinos expected in KamLAND for di�erent types of
oscillation scenarios and for the case of no oscillations�
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reactor power� In our case this is possible even in the presence of a large number of
reactors since many of them are shut down for preventive maintenance in the fall and
spring when the demand of electricity is lower�
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Figure �� Power level of Japanese reactors as function of time� Low power periods in the fall
season are alternated with peak high power in the summer�

Figure � shows the total thermal power �ux at Kamioka as function of time during
a typical year	 where ��$ variations are expected and can be used to estimate the
background of the measurement�

Finally	 the sensitivity of the reactor oscillation experiment that can be performed
at KamLAND in three years of running is shown in Figure �� The error due to
background �uctuations is included in the solid curve� A mass�di�erence�squared
m� � � � ���� eV� can be reached	 improving the present sensitivity by over �
orders of magnitude and entirely covering the LMAS for the solar neutrinos�

��� Terrestrial Anti�Neutrinos

�
�
� Physics of Terrestrial Neutrinos

The cooling rate of our planet and its contents of heavy elements are central issues in
the earth sciences and KamLAND will provide an entirely new perspective in these
�elds�
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The earth radiates about �� TW of heat from its surface� About ��$ of this
energy �or �� TW� is believed to have radiogenic origin with ��$ of it deriving from
decays of ���U and ���Th� Radiogenic heat is therefore an essential component of
the present dynamics of our planet� As discussed by several authors ��	 ��	 ��! the
concentration of these isotopes can be mapped	 at planetary scale	 by direct detection
of electron anti�neutrinos deriving from the ��decay processes� Since neutrinos have a
mean free path in solids many orders of magnitude larger that the size of our planet	
the neutrino �eld is analogous	 except for directionality information	 to a gravitational
�eld	 where the sources are represented by radioactive density �as opposed to mass
density�� KamLAND will play an essential role in this �eld being the largest of the
two detectors able to perform these kinds of measurements in the near future�

Although the total U abundance and U#Th ratio can be derived rather reliably
for the solar system	 di�erent models of the earth di�er in detailed predictions of the
distribution of these isotopes in the planet
s volume� In general ��! � ��$ of the U
and Th is assumed to be dispersed in the mantle	 the rest being concentrated in a
rather thin �� ��km thick� crust under the continental plates� The thinner �� �	�km
thick� oceanic crust is supposed to be much poorer in these two isotopes�

Terrestrial neutrino �ux and spectrum measurements with ��$ accuracy will
therefore allow us to gain valuable insights on early processes in the formation of
our planet that gave origin to the core	 mantle and crust� At the same time our
measurements will provide a better understanding of the present planetary dynamics
and heat �ows	 helping in calibrating models of partial melting in the mantle�

It has been recently remarked ��	 ��! that the combination of the KamLAND data
with similar data collected by the Borexino ��! detector at Gran Sasso �Italy� will
further advance the �eld by sampling two sites located in regions with rather di�erent
crustal contributions�

The �rst detection of terrestrial neutrinos carries the promise of opening a new
�eld in geophysics and	 as most ��rst detections� in neutrino physics could provide
us with unexpected surprises &

�
�
� KamLAND Sensitivity

Although the study of terrestrial anti�neutrinos was proposed as early as ���� ��!
practical di�culties due to the very small cross�sections and very low energies involved
have made this physics impractical until now� KamLAND has the ability to detect
energy depositions of the order of � MeV in a unprecedented amount �� kton� of
liquid scintillator and is therefore ideally suited for this study� It is important to
realize that low energy anti�neutrinos are easily detected with very low background
in KamLAND thanks to their very speci�c signature�

Since the maximum energy carried by terrestrial neutrinos is ��! ���� MeV and
the capture threshold is ��� MeV	 the maximum in the energy spectrum detected in
the prompt part of the event will be ���� MeV �including the ���� MeV from positron
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annihilations�� For energies above our threshold only the Thorium and Uranium decay
chains give a detectable amount of events� ���Pa from the U chain and ���Ac and ���Bi
of the Th chain have similar endpoints �respectively ���� MeV	 ���� MeV and ����
MeV� while ���Bi from the U chain has an endpoint of ���� MeV� Therefore the energy
spectrum observed for the prompt part of the event has a characteristic double�hump
structure shown in Figure �� Anti�neutrinos from nuclear reactors give	 as described
above	 a similar signature	 but their energy is substantially higher and	 as shown in
the Figure	 they can be easily separated from the terrestrial anti�neutrinos� As a
matter of fact	 reactor neutrinos will represent a useful overall detector calibration in
observing for the �rst time terrestrial neutrinos�
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Figure �� Energy spectrum from terrestrial anti�neutrinos compared with reactor signal as expected
in KamLAND� Three di�erent geophysical models ��� are shown for the terrestrial anti�neutrinos
and no oscillations are assumed for all the spectra shown�

The two lower spectra �Ia and Ib� superimposed in Figure � for the terrestrial
anti�neutrino component correspond to two di�erent possible geophysical models with
di�erent heavy elements concentration in the oceanic and continental crusts ��!� The
highest curve �IIa� is given as a reference and shows what the spectrum would be in
the extreme case where the entire �� TW of heat escaping from the Earth
s interior
was generated by the Th and U decay chains� In one year of data�taking	 model Ia
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would give an integral of �� events while model Ib would give only �� events	 and a
di�erentiation between the two at �� level could be obtained in �ve years of data�
taking	 taking into account the �uctuations of the background due to the reactor
neutrinos�

In addition to this type of study the double�hump structure will allow us to sep�
arate the U from the Th contributions since the higher energy hump is entirely due
to U�

�
�
� Combined Measurement with Borexino

While we have shown that KamLAND will allow us to detect terrestrial neutrinos
the combination of KamLAND and Borexino data will provide qualitatively di�erent
information as the two detectors are located in areas with rather di�erent geology� In
particular	 while KamLAND sits at the edge between oceanic and continental crusts	
Borexino is located more centrally on the continental crust� In addition Borexino	
although smaller	 will have a much reduced reactor background	 since Italy has no
power reactors in operation� This situation is shown in Figure ��
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Figure �� Energy spectrum from terrestrial anti�neutrinos compared with reactor signal as expected
in Borexino� The same three geophysical models shown in Figure � are also represented here�
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Although the statistics is much lower than in the KamLAND case	 the combina�
tion of the data will allow us to separate out the amount of heavy elements in the
continental crust and in the oceanic crust and mantle� If terrestrial neutrinos will
indeed be discovered it is conceivable that a new dedicated detector	 in a peculiar geo�
physical location and far away from nuclear reactors will be needed to fully separate
the di�erent contributions and fully develop this new �eld of science�

��� Supernova Detection

�
�
� Observation of Galactic Supernovae in KamLAND

The KamLAND detector	 containing a large amount of carbon nuclei	 opens entirely
new vistas in the detection of � and �� from supernovae explosions� The charged
current reactions on protons	 ��e � p � e
 � n	 and the neutrino�electron scattering	
� � e � � � e	 will also be present and at least the former one will be clearly
observable	 but in that respect KamLAND cannot compete with the much larger
SuperKamiokande� For this reason only the scattering on carbon will be discussed in
this proposal�

Below we assume that there will be a supernova approximately in the center of
the galaxy at the distance of �� kpc from us� We further assume that the total energy
release has the �standard� value of � � ��	� erg	 and that this energy is emitted in
neutrinos and equally divided between the six neutrino �avors ��!� However	 di�erent
neutrino �avors do not necessarily have the same average energy	 or temperature� This
leads to the �ux of neutrinos of �avor � at Earth of

f� �
�	�� ����

hE�i�MeV�
cm�� s�� � ���

where we assumed �� seconds emission time� If we also assume that the neutrinos
have Fermi�Dirac distribution ��! with the temperature T 	 we can use the relation
hE�i � �	���T in order to further simplify the above formula�

For the purpose of the estimate we take a � kt detector containing �	������ nuclei
of ��C and twice as many protons� Then	 for the reactions on carbon the total count
rate is

N� �
��	�h�i
T �MeV�

counts� ���

where the thermally averaged cross section h�i is in units of ����� cm� and the
temperature is in MeV� We assume here that the detection e�ciency is ���$�

There are three neutrino�induced reactions on carbon of particular interest for the
supernova detection at KamLAND� They are shown in Figure ��

The two charged current reactions

�e ��� C � e� ��� Ng�s �

��e ��� C � e
 ��� Bg�s ����
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Figure �� Schematic representation of the three neutrino reactions on carbon considered�

have thresholds of ���� MeV and ���� MeV respectively� They can be recognized by
observing not only the corresponding e�	 but also the delayed coincidence with the
�� decay with half�lives of ���� and ���� ms respectively� Thus	 the signal for these
exclusive reactions will be essentially background free�

The neutral current reaction of interest is the excitation of the I� � �
	 T � �
state at ����� MeV in ��C which de�excites by gamma emission	

� ��� C � � ��� C���	��MeV� 	 ����

All neutrino �avors can excite this state% the cross section depends only on the neu�
trino energy or temperature �however	 there is a di�erence between the cross section
for neutrinos and anti�neutrinos as shown below��

The cross sections for these exclusive reactions on carbon have been calculated
in Ref� ��!� Two of them were observed experimentally with neutrino energies com�
parable to the case of supernova neutrino emission  ��	 ��!	 and the measured cross
sections agree with calculations very well� The thermally averaged cross sections as
a function of the neutrino temperature are shown in Figure ��

These cross section can be readily translated into the expected number of events
in KamLAND using Equation ��

First	 we have to specify the temperatures of the di�erent neutrino �avors� As
a standard we use the average neutrino energies of Ref� ��!� for �e we take T����
MeV	 hE�i � �� MeV% for ��e T�� MeV	 hE�i � �� MeV% and for ��� ���� �� � ���
�collectively called �x� T�� MeV	 hE�i � �� MeV� The expected number of events
is shown in Table �� There the charged current reactions are shown in columns two
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Figure �� Cross section on carbon for the di�erent cases of supernova neutrinos analyzed in the
text as function of temperature�

and three	 and the neutral current reactions in column four� The �rst three lines
give the expected number of events expected without e�ects of neutrino oscillations�
The fourth line gives the expected number of events when vacuum oscillations �and
maximum mixing� are present� Finally	 in the last line we show the number of events
expected for the matter�enhanced MSW oscillations�

Temperature �e
��C ���Ngse

� ��e
��C���Bgse


 �x
��C���C������� �x

�MeV�
��� ��e� ��� � ���
��� ���e� � ��� ���
��� ��x� � � ����a�

vacuum osc� ���� ���� ����b�

MSW osc� �� ��� ����b�

Table �� Expected rates in KamLAND for supernova neutrinos scattering on carbon� Di�erent
cases discussed in the text are presented� In a� we add the contribution of all �x and their antiparticles
while in b� we give the total number of ����� MeV photons detected�

Thus	 one can see that for a supernova at the nominal distance of �� kpc	 and with
the standard neutrino emission parameters	 the exclusive charged current reactions
give only about � counts altogether	 not enough for any quantitative conclusions�
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However	 using these reactions	 one can exclude	 or con�rm	 various oscillation hy�
potheses�

So	 for example	 if the �just so� neutrino oscillations are responsible for the solar
neutrino de�cit	 we expect to see ���� counts in the ���e C ��� Ngse

� channel	 and ����
counts in the ����e C ��� Bgse


 channel� That would represent about � �	 i�e� enough
to claim a discovery of this solution of the solar neutrino problem�

Another possibility is the MSW matter�enhanced neutrino oscillations �e 	 �x�
In that case we would observe �� counts in the ���e C ��� Ngse

�	 again a � standard
deviations e�ect� No other neutrino detector o�ers such a sensitivity to this oscillation
mode�

But most important is the neutral current excitation of the ����� MeV state�
This mode can be recognized only by the simple signature of the corresponding ��
ray� The signal must be separated from the numerous positrons from the reaction
��e � p � e
 � n	 where one expects ��� events at KamLAND� In order to obtain a
conservative estimate we now assume an energy resolution for �s of � � ��$

p
E MeV	

twice as large as the design number for our detector� The positron spectrum is shown
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Figure ��� Positron spectrum from supernova neutrino scattering on protons�

in Figure ��� This is the time integral% it is usually assumed that the neutrino
emission is a decreasing function of time	 lasting for about �� seconds� The positron
signal will be very robust	 exceeded only by the signal of SuperKamiokande� �The
relation is ��'��#�� � ��	 where the factor �� comes from the size and ��#�� from
the molecular weight�� At �� MeV there will be about �� positron counts per MeV�
So	 the statistical uncertainty for a bin of � � p

�� width	 containing ��$ of the
gammas	 is about � counts� Therefore	 the uncertainty in determining the rate of the
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����� MeV gammas stemming from the positron background will be smaller than the
statistical uncertainty of the signal itself �
� counts��

The full spectrum obtained adding positron and � contributions is shown in Fig�
ure ���
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Figure ��� Energy spectrum from �standard� supernova explosion� The energy detected is the
sum of the positron and ��ray energies� A very conservative resolution of � � ��	

p
E MeV� twice

as large as the design number� has been used for this plot�

Thus	 the signal of the neutral current	 dominated �� ��$� by the �x neutrinos	
will be visible at more than � standard deviations level� If the distance and neu�
trino luminosity of the supernova is known	 or measured from the positron yield at
KamLAND or elsewhere	 one can use the ����� MeV signal as a diagnostics of the �x
temperature� We calculate that the signal will change by ��$ if the �x temperature
changes by � MeV �near T � � MeV�� Thus	 at KamLAND the �x temperature can
be determined to 
� MeV� This would be a very signi�cant result�

On the other hand	 without the ability to determine the direction of the recoil
electrons	 the signal of the � � e � � � e electron � neutrino scattering will be weak	
and probably unrecognizable� We calculate that there will be � events associated with
�e scattering	 � events associated with ��e scattering	 and � events associated with �x
scattering� These �� events will be overwhelmed by the positron signal�

To conclude we note that the supernova detection illustrated above requires the
ability to detect photons up to about �� MeV of energy� In addition we will need
to be able to take a substantial event rate with little deadtime for periods of tens of
seconds �the expected duration of the burst�� All these constraints	 as well as the
ability to record the absolute time	 are used in the detector design below�
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�
�
� Comparison with other Detectors

We already mentioned that in SuperKamiokande the positron signal from ��e � p �
e
 � n will be about �� times stronger% there will also be about ��� events from the
� � e � � � e neutrino�electron scattering which will be recognized by the direction
of the recoil electrons� KamLAND cannot compete with this signal�

The other experiment likely to be in operation will be SNO at Sudbury� That
detector is similar in size to KamLAND	 but contains heavy water� If and when it is
equipped with the neutron detection capability	 it will be sensitive to the �x neutrinos
through the neutral current deuteron disintegration� Thus	 SNO will compete with
KamLAND
s ����� MeV � signal�

A few detectors with liquid scintillators exist	 or are being built �MACRO	 LVD	
BOREXINO�� They can all compete with KamLAND in the carbon signal in principle�
MACRO is smaller	 and has rather poor energy resolution at �� MeV� BOREXINO
will be comparable to KamLAND	 but will be considerably smaller� The LVD detector
in principle would be a serious competitor	 since it was planned to contain ��� kt of
scintillator� �The projections of supernova rates at LVD basically agree with this
writeup  ��!�� However	 only ��� tons of active scintillator are operational�

We then conclude that the target size and composition at KamLAND guarantee
unique supernovae observations that will complement the higher statistics of Super�
Kamiokande with a number of speci�c measurements�

��� Other Channels Requiring Moderate Backgrounds

Although the reactor oscillation search together with the measurement of terrestrial
neutrinos and the detection of possible supernovae will represent the initial core of
research at KamLAND	 a number of other measurements	 requiring modest back�
grounds	 will also be possible in the �rst phase of the experiment� These measure�
ments	 including hypothetical sources of astrophysics anti�neutrinos	 nucleon decay	
atmospheric neutrinos	 and neutron production by muon spallation in underground
detectors are discussed in this section� Although these measurements do not represent
the main motivation for KamLAND they will provide an interesting complement to
the main core of science for little extra e�ort�

�
�
� Solar and Astrophysics Anti�Neutrinos

KamLAND will be the �rst large detector capable of identifying electron�anti�neutrinos
from extraterrestrial sources with very small backgrounds	 hence opening an entirely
new window for the exploration of unknown phenomena� While for energies below
� � MeV reactor and terrestrial anti�neutrinos will represent a background for this
physics	 above this energy there are no known sources of ��	 except for supernovae
�discussed elsewhere in this paper� which do not really represent a background since
they give short ���� s� pulses very seldom in time �� � every �� yrs� and atmospheric
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neutrinos that also have very small �uxes� The double coincidence scheme used by
KamLAND to identify ��e provides a very e�ective background rejection	 so that the
expected instrumental background due to muon�produced neutrons and ��rays from
natural radioactivity and cosmogenic isotopes will amount to less than ��� event#day
above � MeV�

While we cannot speculate here on what surprises Nature may reserve for us in
this �eld	 we will analyze brie�y the sensitivity of the experiment for a possible ��e
component in the neutrinos arriving from the sun� Since the sun burns hydrogen
into helium	 the conservation of electric charge and lepton number require that it
emits �e and not ��e� However	 exotic phenomena could transform part of the �ux of
neutrinos into anti�neutrinos during their trip inside the sun or between the sun and
earth� Such conversion could be due to a direct � � �� oscillation a la Pontecorvo	
or to hybrid oscillations ��! where a magnetic#�avor transition �le � ��R� is followed
by a �avor oscillation ��R� � ��Re � Alternatively	 anti�neutrinos could originate from
neutrino decays in matter or in vacuum ��!� While many of these models may not be
particularly appealing from a theoretical standpoint	 a few of them derive motivation
from possible correlations claimed between the periodicity of some solar parameters
and the detected neutrino �uxes ��!� Ultimately only experiment can be used to
determine which way Nature really works and KamLAND is very well placed to
perform decisive tests in this �eld�

We can compare our sensitivity to ��e to the present and ultimate sensitivities of
SuperKamiokande	 as described in ��!� Since a water �Cerenkov detector can detect
only the positron from the ��e capture	 neutrinos and anti�neutrinos have essentially
the same signature� In the case of neutrinos	 however	 the electron is mostly scattered
in a direction parallel to the original neutrino� So	 as shown in Figure ��	 electrons
from solar neutrinos point opposite to the Sun
s direction in the sky	 while	 if there
were any anti�neutrinos observed	 they would lay together with the continuum of
background in the �gure�

The best way to search for ��e in SuperKamiokande data consists in using the fact
that	 although in the kinematics of the ��e � p � e
 � n the information of the neu�
trino direction is completely lost	 the anti�neutrinos are fully polarized and hence the
charged current matrix element prefers slightly to emit the positrons in the direction
opposite to the �ight direction of the ��e� So	 whereas the background is supposed to
be completely �at in cos
 anti�neutrinos would have a slight ���$� slope� This fea�
ture is used in  ��! to derive a limit on the anti�neutrino �ux of ��e � �� ���cm��s��

at ��$CL for energies above ��� MeV� In three years of data�taking this would give	
for SuperKamiokande	 a ��$CL limit of ��e � � � ���cm��s��	 or about �$ of the
solar neutrino �ux� The latter �ux would produce in KamLAND a clear signal of
� ��� events#yr in a region	 above ��� MeV	 where backgrounds for this type of
events are expected not to exceed �� events#yr� Hence in one year we could put a
��$CL upper limit on the antineutrino �ux of ��e � �� ���cm��s��	 or ���$ of the
�ux of neutrinos from the sun�
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Figure ��� Angular distribution of solar neutrino candidates in SuperKamiokande �from�����
While the neutrino events point to the sun �cos� � �� any anti�neutrino of similar energy would be
in the region of continuum dominated by background�
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Finally	 another possible source of low energy anti�neutrinos could be given by the
relics of gravitational collapses of massive stars� Such catastrophic events produced
� and �� that accumulated in the universe� The number of such neutrinos is directly
related to the amount of the baryonic matter bound in black holes and neutron
stars	 and their average energy is expected to be around �� MeV� Because of the
red shift	 the energy spectrum carries information on the time distribution of large
collapses during the history of our universe� While our ignorance on these parameters
makes �ux predictions generally uncertain a possible detection would be an extremely
exciting feat� Following  ��! we assume a constant rate of gravitational collapses and a
mean density of matter in the universe of �����g#cm�	 thus we would expect to detect
about �� ��e�yr above � MeV of energy in our detector� Di�erent �ux estimates	 for
instance ��!	 give substantially more pessimistic values� We note	 however	 that since
the energy spectrum for these neutrinos is strongly peaked around few MeV	 a low
energy anti�neutrino detector such as KamLAND compares well with the much larger
SuperKamiokande which su�ers from a substantially larger �background� from solar
neutrinos�

�
�
� High Multiplicity Physics

One remarkable feature of the KamLAND detector will be its ability to completely
reconstruct	 with high e�ciency	 complex events	 with non trivial time�sequences of
energy depositions	 in a very large volume of scintillator� This multihit capability
is required for high e�ciency detection of neutrons from anti�neutrino capture and
supernovae bursts� In this section we will brie�y explore the physics signatures that
could bene�t from this property of our detector associated with its low energy sensi�
tivity� Although the MACRO detector  ��! has pioneered a similar multihit technique
mainly intended for monopole detection we believe KamLAND is the �rst detector
to apply this feature to a low�threshold	 low�background	 very�large�volume detector�
For sake of concreteness we shall do this with two examples	 based on channels that
are know or hypothesized by modern particle physics� However one should bear in
mind that this exercise is mainly shown to explain the possibility of our experiment
and such possibilities would apply to new physics or astrophysics signals as well�

A long sought possible signal for new physics beyond the Standard Model would
be the experimental evidence for nucleon instability� As a matter of fact the search for
such phenomena	 albeit until now unsuccessful	 has played a critical role in motivating
the �rst generation of underground detectors� While a large mass �and hence a
large number of nucleons� is the �rst obvious �gure of merit for this kind of physics	
there are a few signatures that	 although very important	 are ill�suited for large
water �Cerenkov detector like SuperKamiokance that has obviously no competition in
terms of size� This is the case	 for instance	 of the �invisible� mode n � ��� that
can only be searched for indirectely	 either by detecting neutrinos produced in the
whole Earth by such decay  ��!	 or by observing the nuclear relaxation following the
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sudden disappearance of a neutron in a nucleus� This last technique was pioneered
by Kamiokande  ��	 ��! that has achieved the present best limit for the mode at � �
�	�� ����� Unfortunately nuclear relaxation generally proceeds through a multitude
of channels �including n	 p	 � and � emission� and only relatively high energy � modes
are visible in a water �Cerenkov� The fact that the branching ratios to such modes are
usually very small �� �� ���	 for the case of oxygen in Kamiokande� explains why
this mode is so poorly probed�

There are many reasons of principle to think that n � ��� could be a very
powerful indicator for new physics  ��!� On one hand n � ��� permits baryon�
minus�lepton number violation and for this reason it is appealing from a theoretical
standpoint	 on the other	 on more general grounds	 such a mode has the largest
possible phasespace available and its signature is the most general and inclusive sign
for nucleon instability�

KamLAND	 even with a mass substantially smaller than SuperKamiokande	 will
be competitive in the search for this mode	 being able to detect low energy �
s as
well as heavy particles and	 hence	 accessing substantially more nuclear relaxation
modes� In addition many such relaxation modes have a speci�c signature in the time
sequence of a cascade of processes	 so that	 by being able to study such sequences
one can substantially reduce the background� One possible example is given by the
transmutation of ��C ��� C� due to the disappearance of a neutron� Depending on
the state of the disappearing neutron the ��C� nucleus may decay	 for instance	 to
��C�n�� followed by the �
 decay �in � ��s� of ��C� Although nuclear calculations
are still needed �and being performed� in order to understand the sensitivity of this
method	 it is quite likely that the total branching ratio into modes accessible to
KamLAND will be substantially higher than the above � � ���	� In this way our
small �relative to SuperKamiokande &� size will be more than compensated by the
�detail� we can see�

In a similar fashion our low energy	 multihit capability may complement other
detectors in the quest to understand the atmospheric neutrino anomaly� While until
recently the study of atmospheric neutrinos has been limited to inclusive �nal states
tagged by a lepton �charged currents	 listed in the �rst three lines of Table �� recently
SuperKamiokande  ��! has performed an analysis of modes tagged by a �� and no
lepton in the �nal state� Such modes	 a fraction of the events in the last two lines
of Table �	 are important since	 being neutral currents	 they are produced by all
neutrino �avors and hence give a normalization to the rest of the measurements�

KamLAND will study modes with charged pions or other mesons and	 in addition	
some of the modes will be detected with very little background	 thanks to the tag
given by de�excitation of nuclei excited by the neutrino interaction� This technique	
analogous to the one used in the detection of supernovae on carbon	 will allow us to
investigate	 with low statistics but greated detail	 the atmospheric neutrino anomaly�
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Process �e �� ��e ��� Total
�N � l�N � ���� ���� ��� ���� ����
�N � l�N �� ��� ���� ��� ��� ����
�N � l�N �n� ���� ���� ��� ��� ����
�N � � �N �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����
�N � � �N �n� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����
Total ���� ����� ���� ���� �����

Table �� The calculated neutrino event rate per kt�year in Kamioka 
��� Note that this table
does not account for the atmospheric neutrino anomaly�

�
�
� Neutron Production by Muons

The muons penetrating deep underground and interacting with the rock in the vicinity
of an underground detector are sources of a signi�cant background� This background
is reduced in practical applications by an active veto shield outside the �ducial volume
which tracks the most dangerous muons �those close to the �ducial volume�	 and
also eliminates charged particles created by the muon� In addition	 the �ux of the
neutral particles �primarily neutrons� is reduced by the passive bu�ers surrounding
the �ducial volume�

The quantitative description of the muon interaction with the rock deep under�
ground is largely missing� It would be very useful for the whole �eld of underground
physics to obtain data on the di�erent aspects of the problem� a� how many neutrons
are produced per muon in di�erent depths	 b� what is the energy distribution of these
neutrons	 and c� what is the angular distribution of the neutron with respect to the
muon �muons deep underground are essentially vertical��

The problem a� above has been addressed in  ��!� From this work it appears
that the number of neutrons per muon increases approximately as the square root of
depth	

Nn � ���	
p
D 	 ����

Where Nn is the neutron production probability in neutrons#�muon g#cm�� and D
is the depth in mwe� This result has been independently veri�ed only at shallow
depth  ��!	 and an attempt to understand neutron production theoretically under�
estimates the rate by a factor of few at shallow depth  ��! and by a bigger factor
at larger depths� That suggests that the neutron production is a more complicated
process	 in which a sizable multiplication through a cascade mechanism takes place�
There is very little direct information on the problems b� and c� despite their obvious
practical importance� It would be important to investigate these phenomena with a
detector large enough that its neutron e�ciency be essentially independent of energy
and KamLAND is ideally suited for this task�
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In KamLAND	 at a depth of ���� mwe the muon �ux is about �����#�m� s��
The muon rate through the whole detector is about ��� Hz	 of which approximately
half goes through the active scintillator volume and the veto	 and the other half goes
only through the veto and the inert bu�er� Since events with the muon traversing the
active scintillator will be dominated by the very large muon energy deposition	 we are
planning to use the second category of events for our neutron spallation measurement�
Using the formula above and keeping into account the density of �uids inside the
detector	 we conclude that the veto and the inert bu�er produce about ��� Hz of
neutrons by muon spallation� Although detailed MC simulation	 with the correct
energy and angular distribution	 will eventually be needed to accurately describe the
fate of these neutrons	 it is safe to assume that a fraction of them of order ��$ will
penetrate into the active scintillator volume	 be moderated and eventually captured�
A simple dedicated trigger will accept and tag a fraction of the events in which muons
go through the veto	 allowing us to accurately test the various scenarios of the muon
spallation�

Neutrons entering the scintillator will cause two kinds of signals� a prompt signal
will be produced by proton recoils in the moderation process and a delayed signal
from the neutron capture� The total energy in this �rst part of the event will give an
estimate of the neutron energy	 as a very large part of such energy will be deposited
in this kind of processes� Finally the delayed capture signal will serve as a signature
to distinguish neutrons from e�g� �s�

A rudimentary program along these lines has been recently carried out by the
Soudan�� collaboration  ��!� There	 contained events with the hits in the veto shield
were analyzed� Some of the events �called showers� were consistent with gammas with
the conversion length of about �� cm� Other events �called tracks� were consistent
with neutrons� The distance from the wall where about half of the neutrons is stopped
is close to �� cm� Taking into account the average density of ��� g#cm� in Soudan��
one arrives at the average neutron energy of several hundred MeV� While this crude
measurement clearly shows the feasibility of such a measurement	 KamLAND will be
able to extract solid numbers that will bene�t the entire community of underground
detectors�

��� Future Ultra�Low Background Physics Potential

The physics considered up to this point represents a set of important measurements
that can be performed by KamLAND with existing technology and	 in a rather short
time	 will allow us to qualitatively improve our knowledge in a number of �elds
spanning particle physics	 astrophysics and geophysics� While the relatively modest
background requirements for this phase will ensure that this physics will be performed
from the beginning of the experiment
s life	 other physics	 involving single ionization
events	 and hence requiring substantially lower backgrounds	 will be possible in a
second phase of the experiment�
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Although the �rst phase of KamLAND will by itself fully reward our e�orts	 we
believe it is important to start exploring from the beginning the potential and detector
requirements for a second phase� As will be shown in later sections the dominant
backgrounds in such a large homogeneous detector derive from natural radioactivity
internal to the scintillator	 once reasonable e�orts are made to select materials for
the outside components� It is worth mentioning here that in this respect a larger
size detector not only gives higher signal rates	 but it allows also to further suppress
external backgrounds	 so that the quest for low contamination can be more safely
restricted to the bulk of the scintillator �uid and to the radon suppression system�
While our early study of very low background physics will ensure that appropriate
precautions are taken to select low activity external components	 we believe that the
scintillator purity requirements for the second phase are so extraordinary that one can
understand the limitations only by studying a full�size �or close to full�size� volume�
In this respect the staged approach of KamLAND will be extremely powerful since	
contrary to other experiments	 this purity study will be performed in the full�size
con�guration while measuring �rst�rate physics� Hence	 from the results of the �rst
phase of the experiment we will decide what level upgrade of the scintillator will be
needed to perform the second phase of the experiment� This approach will allow us
to move towards the ultra�low background phase in a gradual fashion	 committing
resources to the project in a measure commensurate to the need�

At present we have identi�ed two types of physics to be performed in the ultra�low
background phase� solar neutrino detection and the search for neutrinoless double�
beta decay� We will discuss these topics in the rest of this section�

�
�
� Solar Neutrinos

Status of the Solar Neutrino Puzzle

The Sun produces an intense �ux of electron neutrinos as a consequence of the
fusion reactions generating solar energy	 with the combined e�ect

�p � �e� � �He � ��e � ��	�� MeV � E� � ����

where E� is the neutrino energy �hE�i � ��� MeV�� The solar neutrino spectrum
consists of several components% the expected �ux according to the Standard Solar
Model �SSM� of  ��! is shown in Figure ��� Observation of solar neutrinos tests
directly the SSM	 and more generally the theory of stellar evolution and structure� At
the same time	 it o�ers an important opportunity to investigate neutrino properties�

So far	 �ve experiments published results on solar neutrino measurements	 and the
signal in all of them is less than the expectation� Radiochemical experiments ���Cl at
Homestake	 threshold ��� keV% ��Ga at Gran Sasso	 and ��Ga at Baksan	 threshold
��� keV� use neutrino capture on the indicated nuclear targets to produce radioactive
daughter nuclei	 which are extracted and counted after exposure to solar neutrinos�
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Figure ��� The upper part depicts the most important components of the solar �e spectrum�
normalized to the �ux given by the SSM� For the continuous sources the �ux is given per keV� The
lower part shows the neutrino survival probability for matter�enhanced neutrino oscillations�
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Radiochemical experiments measure the solar neutrino �ux above their respective
thresholds �weighted with the energy dependence of the corresponding cross section�
and so they can deduce the contribution of the individual components of the solar
neutrino spectrum only indirectly� The other two experiments are real�time measure�
ments of the electron recoil spectra caused by the � � e scattering �Kamiokande and
Super�Kamiokande�� Due to their relatively high threshold these experiments observe
only the high energy part of �B neutrinos�

While these experiments have convincingly shown that the Sun indeed is a source
of electron neutrinos	 and that the corresponding �ux has the correct order of mag�
nitude	 there is a consensus that a consistent explanation of all observations is very
di�cult	 if not impossible	 in the framework of the SSM� From the Kamiokande and
Super�Kamiokande measurement one is able to determine the �B �ux� Combining it
with the Homestake result leaves no room to accommodate the �Be solar neutrinos�
This makes an astrophysical solution untenable	 because �B nuclei are produced from
�Be in the Sun� A similar conclusion can be reached using the ��Ga measurements�
Since the pp neutrino �ux is essentially determined by the known solar luminosity	
the ��Ga measurements again leave no room for the �Be neutrinos which are expected
to contribute signi�cantly to the ��Ga signal�

Thus one is led to the conclusion that�

� experiments indicate a strong suppression of the �Be solar neutrino �ux	

� the observations are incompatible not only with the SSM	 but also with most
of its non�standard modi�cations�

In view of the above	 it is attractive to invoke explanations based on neutrino oscilla�
tions� In particular	 assuming the MSW e�ect to take place	 one can account for all
observations by assigning to the fundamental parameters m� and sin��
 values in
either one of the two regions shown in Figure �� These two possibilities are usually
referred to as large mixing angle solution �LMAS�	 and small mixing angle solution
�SMAS�� The corresponding survival probabilities	 calculated using the Landau�Zener
approximation  ��!	 is depicted in the lower part of Figure ���

As explained elsewhere in this proposal	 the KamLAND experiment will directly
test the LMAS solution of the solar neutrino puzzle with a laboratory�style mea�
surement of reactor neutrinos� At the same time KamLAND may also complement
such unique measurements with the direct and independent observation of the �Be
component of the solar neutrino spectrum�

Solar Neutrinos at KamLAND

Should neutrino oscillations be discovered by KamLAND in its �rst period of
data�taking an independent veri�cation would be very important� On the other hand	
should the reactor neutrino search yield a negative result	 a measurement of the solar
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neutrino �ux and spectrum	 as predicted by the SSM  ��!	 would be needed to deter�
mine whether the missing solar neutrino �ux is due to the SMAS or to other causes	
like for instance problems in the SSM� Hence a measurement of the solar neutrino
spectrum would	 in any case	 constitute a natural continuation of the KamLAND�

Solar neutrinos interacting with the electrons in the scintillator will scatter and
the resulting recoil energy can be detected� The corresponding cross section is given
by�

d���e
dT

�
G�

Fme��hc�
�

��

�
�gV � gA�� � �gV � gA��

�
�� T

E�

��

� �g�A � g�V �
meT

E�
�

�
	 ����

Here gV � �sin�
W 
 ���	 gA � ���� �the Weinberg angle sin�
W � �	����	 and
the upper sign is used for �e while the lower sign is used for the other �avors� For the
anti�neutrinos one must make the substitution gV 	 gA�

The electron recoil kinetic energy T is restricted from above by

Tmax �
�E�

�

�E� � me
	 ����

This reaction does not allow a direct measurement of the neutrino spectrum and	
for instance	 the discrete �Be spectrum would give rise to recoil electrons characterized
by a sharp edge at Tmax� In order to calculate the total number of events	 we convolute
Eq� �� with the corresponding spectrum from the SSM  ��!� The total expected rate
is obtained by integrating over T and multiplying by the number of target electrons
�for �kt of scintillator we use �	�� ���� electrons�� The result is shown in Table � for
the most important components of the solar neutrino spectrum�

� source SSM �ux Tmax events
����cm��s��� �MeV� ��#ktday�

pp ��� ���� ����
�Be ���� ���� ���
pep ��� ���� ��
�B ����� ���� ��

Table �� Expected rates in KamLAND for the most important components of SSM neutrino �uxes

As shown in Table � we expect a substantial solar neutrino event rate in Kam�
LAND	 by far exceeding that of the reactor neutrino experiment� However	 the above
reaction o�ers no experimental signature which would allow us to discriminate against
background on an event�by�event basis� The few hundred keV solar neutrino signal is
well within the energy range of natural and man�made radioactivity� Such calorimet�
ric approach hence requires the reduction of the radioactivity content to a level which
will allow a statistical unfolding of the background from the measured spectrum�
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In the following we compare the solar neutrino spectra with the expected back�
grounds for KamLAND� While more general background calculations are given else�
where in this report	 here we summarize the assumptions relevant for solar neutrino
physics and present the resulting backgrounds in a way appropriate for the purpose�
We assume the backgrounds to be dominated by internal activities� This is obtained
by carefully selecting the external materials and especially by having a very large
bu�er layer that here is increased by � m with a �ducial volume cut that retains ���
tons of target� The U#Th concentration in the scintillator for this measurement are
assumed not to exceed ����� g#g ��	����� and �	����� Bq#kt	 respectively�� The Rn
concentration in the scintillator is assumed � �Bq#m� or less ��	�  ���� Bq#kt�� The
��K content is assumed to be better than ����� g#g ��	�  ���� Bq#kt� and the ratio
��C#��C������ ���� Bq#kt�� These purity levels	 that we will not need for the �rst
phase of our physics program	 are equivalent to the ones required by the BOREXINO
collaboration� Finally	 as shown below	 the �Be ���C� production rate by cosmic�ray
muons in Kamioka is � ��� kt�� day�� �� ���� kt�� day����

As can be seen from Fig� ��	 in the energy window ������� keV	 the � signal is
dominated by the �Be solar neutrinos� Such region o�ers the most advantageous signal
to background ratio� In table � we list the event rate in this counting interval for the
various oscillation scenarios� While the full �ux of the SSM would result in a signal
to background ratio of �	 the two neutrino oscillation scenarios would correspond to
a strongly suppressed neutrino rate�

Source Rate �������� keV�
 Counts#�kt day�!
�e � ���� �e � �s

SSM ���
LMAS ��� ���
SMAS �� �
Background ���

Table �� Event rates in the energy interval ������� keV� �s denotes sterile neutrinos�

Since there is obviously no possibility to measure the background without the
presence of the signal	 alternative methods have to be envisaged to accurately infer the
background rate� The most crucial U#Th and Rn contribution would be determined
through Bi�Po � � � coincidences� In case of U#Rn the ���Bi ��decay is quickly
followed by the ���Po ��decay �T��� � ����s�� The ���Bi����Po pair in the Th decay
series has a correlation time of T��� � �	��s� A tagged background sample would
also give the measured spectral shape of these components� This technique should
be complemented by a high sensitivity neutron activation analysis �NAA� to test for
a broken secular equilibrium� The analysis of the spectral shape at higher energies
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Figure ��� Signal and background for solar neutrinos in KamLAND� The upper part depicts a
decomposition of the calculated background spectrum� To re�ect the large detector size � and
� energies were added coherently� The quenched alpha component was added statistically� The
lower portion shows the solar neutrino recoil spectrum with and without the presence of neutrino
oscillations� All spectra are folded with a resolution ��E��E � ��	�

p
E �MeV�
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would constrain this determination by normalizing a Monte Carlo background model�
The ��K activity would also be determined through NAA� The �Be production rate
would be determined independently e�g� by exposing scintillator to an energetic
muon beam� If we assume that the background subtraction could be done with ��$
systematic uncertainty then we can estimate the power of our analysis with regards
to the event rates given in Table �� Due to the large rates the statistical uncertainty
would soon be negligible� Under these assumptions the full SSM signal would have a
signi�cance of �	�  � after one year of data taking� The LMAS and the SMAS would
have �	�  � and �	�  � signi�cance	 respectively� The LMAS �ux would di�er from
the SSM expectation by � � after a year while the SMAS would correspond to a null
result� Even if neutrino oscillations would not be discovered a ��$ determination of
the solar �Be �ux would be an important result	 greatly enhancing our understanding
of the stellar energy production�

Other Experiments

The existing radio�chemical experiments have only a limited sensitivity for �Be
neutrinos� Their inclusive �ux measurements do not allow to unfold the contribu�
tions of the di�erent solar neutrino species� The fact that the Cl and Ga experiments
have di�erent reaction threshold energies and hence di�erent contributions from dif�
ferent neutrino species puts however a strong constraint on the allowed �Be �ux as
explained above� SuperKamiokande and SNO are only sensitive to the energetic �B
neutrinos� Due to the fact that SuperKamiokande has a factor �� larger volume than
KamLAND	 however	 we will not be able to compete in the �eld of energetic solar
neutrinos� Due to the strong temperature dependence of the solar �B �ux	 this com�
ponent is most vulnerable to a �ne tuning of the solar models and an independent
measurement of the �Be �ux would be extremely important� The BOREXINO ex�
periment	 being build in the Italian Gran Sasso laboratory	 also plans to measure
the �Be solar neutrino �ux via neutrino electron scattering using a liquid scintillator�
The �ducial volume of this detector is ��� tons	 much smaller than in the KamLAND
case� The BOREXINO collaboration has pioneered the �eld of large volume ultra�
low�background scintillators and demonstrated that such endeavor is indeed feasible�
Their detector is also under construction and it can be expected that they will start
data taking by ����� Although the measurement of solar neutrinos is not the �rst pri�
ority in KamLAND	 the time scale of our experiment is such that we could probably
be competitive in this physics	 providing an independent measurement that would
be invaluable in such a di�cult �eld� In fact	 since KamLAND is much larger than
BOREXINO	 external backgrounds are further suppressed and possibly	 if surface
e�ects dominate the scintillator purity �like for dust contamination on the balloon�	
also internal backgrounds will be lower� To maintain this option viable KamLAND is
devoting special attention to closely monitor all detector components for their radio�
activity content�
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�
�
� Double Beta Decay with KamLAND

The investigation of the neutrinoless double beta ������ decay is at present the
most sensitive probe for a Majorana neutrino mass� As the various neutrino oscil�
lation experiments can only determine the mass di�erence between di�erent �avors	
a degenerate neutrino mass pattern would still allow arbitrarily large masses� The
extraordinary mass sensitivity of ���� could be crucial to establish the absolute neu�
trino mass scale	 should neutrinos be Majorana particles� The most competitive limit
obtained through this technique thus far is hm�i � ��� � ��� eV  ��!�

This section will discuss the potential of the KamLAND detector for a future ����
experiment	 and de�ne the requirements in terms of scintillator purity and isotope
loading�

The B�L number violating �����decay requires massive Majorana neutrinos and
hence the existence of physics beyond the Standard Model� The decay rate �T ��

����
��

is given by �neglecting right�handed admixtures to the weak interaction��

�T ��
����

�� � F ��  jM�� j�  �hm�i
me

��� ����

with F �� the phase space integral	 M�� the nuclear matrix element	 me the electron
mass and hm�i the e�ective Majorana neutrino mass� The e�ective mass is de�ned
as�

hm�i �
X
i

mi  U�
ei ����

where mi denotes the mass of the eigenstate i and Uei the mixing matrix element
containing a CP eigenvalue �which can lead to destructive interference�� A measured
���� decay rate or a limit for it allows hence to draw conclusions on the Majorana
neutrino mass	 once the appropriate nuclear matrix elements are calculated� The
allowed �����decay has been observed for �� nuclides so far� The measured decay
rates serve as an implicit veri�cation of the nuclear structure calculations required�
Agreement between measured and calculated decay rates is generally good� In this
chapter we will use nuclear matrix element calculations of  ��! in our rate estimates	
as this theoretical model covers almost all double�beta emitters�

To search for �����decay with the KamLAND detector we would need to dissolve
a large quantity of a �� unstable isotope in the liquid scintillator� This will allow
a calorimetric measurement of the sum energy of the emitted electrons as proposed
in  ��!� Like for the detection of solar neutrinos in this approach ���decays have
no speci�c signature which would allow to suppress backgrounds� The two main
experimental di�culties to be addressed are�

� The comparably low abundance of the decaying isotopes in the detector requires
very low radioactivity concentrations in the liquid scintillator�
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� The relatively poor energy resolution of liquid scintillator will scatter �����
events into the analysis energy window of the �����mode thus increasing the
irreducible background�

Despite these inherent di�culties the KamLAND detector does allow the use of
ton quantities of ���emitters to be compared to kilograms �of highly enriched ��Ge�
in todays most sensitive experiment� This gain of almost three orders of magnitude
in source strength might allow for the �rst time the exploration of Majorana neu�
trino masses below ��� eV� An additional advantage of KamLAND would be that
most of the background could be measured before the scintillator is loaded with the
double�beta emitter� If an e�ect would be observed with one double�beta emitter
the measurement could be repeated by loading with a di�erent isotope� In order to
alleviate the two limitations described scintillators with high loading and large light
yield are essential� In our estimates we use ��E��E � ��$  �pE� In the following
we will also use the same background model as in the solar neutrino section�

From all double beta emitters which have been considered for this estimate	 ���Xe
is the most promising candidate� The noble gas Xe dissolves to up to �$ by weight
in various organic solvents as benzene	 cyclohexane	 hexane	 ��methylheptane and
dodecane  ��!� In our estimate we will conservatively use a �$ concentration� We are
planning to perform tests in our laboratories to determine what e�ect such concen�
trations have on light yield	 transparency and stability of the scintillator� Although
Xe has no radioactive isotopes	 contaminations with radio active noble gases i�e� �	Kr
�T�������� y	 Q������ MeV	 �ssion product� and ��Ar �T������ y	 Q������ MeV	
atmospheric spallation� have to be carefully studied� The Caltech�Neuchatel�PSI
double�beta experiment using enriched Xe gas in a TPC measures a U#Th concentra�
tion of ����� g#g in their counting gas using �� ��coincidences  ��!� In KamLAND
we would need at least a factor ��� better Xe purity that could possibly be achieved
by distillation since the three gases have quite di�erent boiling points� The Caltech�
Neuchatel�PSI TPC could probably be used in a not�too�far future to test Xe samples
for radioactive contamination�

Since Xe is a gas at STP it is relatively easy to enrich isotopically by means
of centrifugation� We have started to explore this possibility with the Kurchatov
Institute in Russia and found that the quantities of isotope required	 although very
large	 are not beyond the capacity of their facilities� This option will be further
discussed in the future� In our estimate we will present both the case of natural Xe
����$ ���Xe� and Xe enriched to ��$ ���Xe�

Calculations predict a rate of �����event as high as ���� and ��� s�� for the two
isotopic compositions� A Majorana neutrino mass of hm�i � �	� eV would give a
�����event rate of �� and ��� events#year in the two cases� This very small signal
rate de�nes the background requirements�

We use  Q���Q�����! as analysis interval I for the �����decay� This asymmetric
interval reduces the ���� irreducible background to reasonable levels yet maintaining
an e�ciency of ��$ for the signal� Since the dominant source of background in I
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Component Low reduction High reduction
Xenat Xeenr Xenat Xeenr

 d��!  d��!  d��!  d��!
���� ����� ���� ����� ����
���Th �  ���� �  ���� �  ���� �  ����

���U � � ��� ���
���Rn � � ��� ���
��K � � � �
(  d��! ��� ��� ���� ����
N���� �� �� �� ��
�� � �	���  y��!
T ��
���  y! �	�  ���	 �	�  ���� �	�  ���	 �	�  ����

hm�i  eV! ���� ���� ���� ����

Table �� Background rates and neutrino mass sensitivity achievable with �� tons of natural or
enriched ���	 ���Xe� ��	 loading�� The estimate is done for the �high purity� scintillator model
de�ned in the previous section� The two left columns contain our estimate for a ���Bi reduction
factor of �� ��low reduction��� while for the right two columns a reduction factor of ��� ��high
reduction�� was assumed to account for � � ��tagging� The line �N����� denotes the limit on the
counting rate that one can extract from the background� T ��

��� and hm�i are then derived from these

counting rates� Nuclear matrix elements of ��� are used�

is ���Bi from ���Rn and ���U in the scintillator	 the achievable sensitivity strongly
depends on our assumption on the tagging e�ciency for the ���Bi����Po sequence�
Assuming such tagging e�ciency to be ��$ ���$� we obtain the �Low reduction�
��High reduction�� result summarized in Table �� We believe that such reduction
factors are quite reasonable for such a short time sequence�

It is worthwhile to mention that among the running double�� decay experiments
the largest source is ��� kg of isotopically enriched ��Ge  ��!� This experiment	
performed in the Gran Sasso underground laboratory in Italy	 plans to reach a neu�
trino mass limit of about ��� eV within few years from now� The French�Russian�US
NEMO project in the Frejus tunnel is in an advanced stage of preparation and will
reach a sensitivity comparable to the Ge project mentioned above�

Several dedicated	 very complex and expensive double�� decay experiments could
handle sources of the size discussed for KamLAND� Particularly interesting are a
much larger ��Ge experiment at Gran Sasso ��GENIUS�  ��!� and a cryogenic ���Te
search  ��! also to be performed at Gran Sasso� Besides the acquisition of the costly
enriched source material both these project require a substantial e�ort to build a
large detector of complexity and cost comparable to our detector� In KamLAND
s
high purity phase we would only need to worry about the double�� source�

Our conclusion is that KamLAND in the future could be a competitive detector for
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a double�beta decay search� Although it is obvious that this physics is not within the
reach of a �rst phase of the experiment	 the possibility of reaching �� meV neutrino
mass sensitivity strongly motivates the collaboration to study further the possibility
of performing this type of measurements in some future� As stated above we expect to
collect a wealth of information on the possible backgrounds and problems connected
with double�beta decay while running the �rst phase of the experiment�

��� Summary of Physics at KamLAND

As shown above	 KamLAND represents a qualitative step forward in the growing
�eld of non�accelerator experiments� The presence of a scintillation detector with an
unprecedented size and a low threshold at the Kamioka site will allow us to address
a very diverse and crucial set of scienti�c measurements� While in a �rst phase	
scheduled to begin before the end of the century	 we will concentrate on topics that
are within the reach of the present technology	 a second phase will push the internal
backgrounds to the minimum	 opening the way to the exploration of a whole new
range of phenomena�

The physics to be studied in the �rst phase will be characterized by temporal
correlation in the physics events that will provide clear signatures and greatly sup�
press backgrounds� The search for very small neutrino mass di�erences in a ultra�long
baseline reactor oscillation experiment% the measurement	 for the �rst time	 of anti�
neutrinos produced by radioactive decays in the Earth
s lithosphere and the detailed
study of supernova dynamics and neutrino physics in the event of a supernova explo�
sion	 will represent the main focus of the �rst phase� At the same time KamLAND
will also be performing unique measurements involving the search for non�terrestrial
anti�neutrinos	 nucleon decay	 atmospheric neutrinos and neutron production by cos�
mic muon spallation underground�

This important science will be complemented	 in a second phase	 by the ability
to study solar neutrinos and possibly to search for neutrinoless double beta decay in
very large quantities of isotopes�
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� Backgrounds

Backgrounds for physics measurements at KamLAND are produced by cosmic�muon�
induced processes and natural radioactivity� To study such backgrounds quantita�
tively we have performed a full Monte Carlo simulation using GEANT  ��! for the
detector geometry	 materials and the electromagnetic interactions between particles
and the detector materials% FLUKA  ��! for hadronic interactions and GCALOR  ��!
for low energy neutron transport�

Schematically there are two types of physics signatures interesting for Kamland	
involving double events and single events� While a detailed description of the physics
signals and goals for KamLAND is given in previous sections	 here we brie�y review
the properties of such signals and the features that distinguish them from back�
grounds�

� Double events are typical for anti�neutrino detection and supernova neutrino
scattering on carbon� As an example the signature for reactor anti�neutrinos
consists of a prompt part for the positron and a delayed part for neutron capture�
We require a minimum � MeV energy deposit for the prompt part and �������
MeV energy deposit for the delayed part �a �� cut for ��� MeV neutron capture
signal�� We require the delayed part of the event to happen ������ �s later� In
addition	 the neutron capture is required to be within � m from the vertex of
the positron� The Monte Carlo simulation shows that	 given the small kinetic
energy for these neutron �� ��� keV�	 such a cut retains more than ��$ of
signal events�

� Singles events	 for instance from low energy neutrino scattering on electrons	
are selected by only requiring a minimum energy deposition of � MeV�

In the following we shall analyze in detail the absolute values and relative impor�
tance of di�erent backgrounds�

��� Background from Cosmic Ray Events

There are two types of background induced by cosmic muons� prompt neutrons from
muon capture or muon spallation	 and radioactive isotopes produced by cosmic ray
activation� Since for this second class of events the decay may happen with a sub�
stantial delay with respect to the cosmic ray occurrence	 vetoing is often hard or
impossible� For this reason we will describe this source of background separately
from the prompt neutrons� It is very important to realize that cosmogenic activa�
tion never results in a background for the �rst phase of our experiment	 rather this
�rst period of data�taking will be ideal to experimentally study the possible problems
related with a low energy single trigger�
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�
�
� Background from Prompt Neutrons

Although there are two di�erent neutron generating processes	 muon capture and
muon spallation	 neutrons from the second process are more energetic and hence more
dangerous� Therefore in the following study we concentrate only on the background
from muon spallation� Although the details of the spallation process are not well
known	 the main process involved	 which gives the hardest neutrons	 is shown in
Figure ���

N

nN’

γ
µ µ

Figure ��� Cosmic�ray muon spallation process�

The total muon rate at the KamLAND site	 ���� mwe below ground	 is about
� � ���� cm��sr��s��  ��!	 giving a rate of ��� Hz over the whole volume of the
detector	 as measured by Kamiokande  ��!� The energy distribution of muons at
KamLAND is �at from ����� GeV and then drops exponentially  ��!� The angular
distribution is given by the details of muon production in the atmosphere and their
subsequent attenuation in both atmosphere and rock� At the Kamioka observatory
such distribution is well approximated by a cos�
 distribution�

The number of neutrons produced by muons have been measured by several under�
ground experiments  ��!� Using their measurement	 a total of ������ n��� g  cm���
are produced at ���� mwe� Since cosmic muons can be detected by the veto counter	
we should only consider muons passing through the rock and generating neutrons
there� We assume that a shell of rock of � m thickness contributes to such neutron
production� This corresponds to a total active volume of �	� � ��� cm� producing
�	�� ��� untagged neutrons per day �at a rock density of ��� g#cm���

Since the energy spectrum of these neutrons is not well understood we conser�
vatively assume that all neutrons have the hard spectrum deriving from the process
shown in Fig� ��� This gives an exponential behavior that can be �tted to E�����

n as
measured by several experiments  ��!� The angular distribution is obtained from  ��!�

Using all the information above	 we generated half a million neutron background
events in our detector �corresponding to about �� days of data�taking�� By requiring
an energy deposition of at least � MeV only � events#day are retained� This back�
ground of singles is negligible with respect to the natural radioactivity background
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Figure ��� Simulation of cosmic muon�induced fast neutron in KamLAND� a� Energy distribution
of the prompt part �fake positron�� b� Energy distribution of the delayed part �neutron capture�� c�
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described below� For double correlated events we apply the cuts described above and
retain only ���� events#day	 with a signature consistent with anti�neutrinos� This is
to be compared to � events#day of signal from the reactors� For energy cuts optimized
for the region of interest for terrestrial anti�neutrinos this background becomes about
���� events#day	 an order of magnitude below the expected signal�

We conclude that cosmic�ray induced neutrons do not limit the ability to do
physics at KamLAND� In Figure �� we show	 as an example	 some of the variables
of interest for the neutron background suppression as detected in KamLAND� Only
pairs of events with energy in both the prompt and the delayed parts are plotted�

�
�
� Background from Cosmogenic Activation

Nuclei in the scintillator materials can be excited by capturing a muon#neutron	 or
through muon#neutron spallation� The excited nucleus will quickly �� ns� de�excite
by emitting �	 neutron	 proton or �	 plus another nucleus which could be a radioactive
isotope with lifetime from milliseconds to years� Depending on the magnitude of the
lifetime involved this kind of background may or may not be reduced by using the
cosmic ray veto signal� In our study we will assume the scintillator composition
given below ���$ Isopara�ne �� nCH��	 ��$ Pseudocumene �C�H��� and �g#l PPO
�C�	H��NO��� Since the mass of ��N and ��O is only ����$ of that of the proton and
carbon	 we will neglect them in the following discussions�

� Activation by neutron capture� The total number of neutrons produced from
muon spallation in the scintillator is ���� per day using the same method as in
the previous section� While most of neutrons capture on protons and	 to a lesser
extent on ��C resulting in stable isotopes ��H and ��C�	 a very small fraction of
them are captured on ��C �about �$ of natural carbon�	 giving the radioactive
��C� Since the capture cross section on ��C is ���$ of that on proton	 and the
number of ��C is ���$ of that of protons	 the total number of ��C produced will
be ���� per day that represents a negligible background� From extensive studies
conducted by the BOREXINO�collaboration ��! it is known that activation of
��C during the scintillator production does not result in dangerous backgrounds�

� Activation by neutron spallation� Neutron spallation can produce many ra�
dioactive isotopes according to the reaction N � n � h � N� where h can be a
neutron	 proton	 �	 � or �� While the prompt production of h is well described
by intra�nuclear cascade plus evaporation models  ��! which have been incor�
porated in FLUKA	 more interesting for us is the understanding of the nuclear
component N� that is not theoretically well understood� Hence to study these
cases of activation we use the production cross sections measured in ��! and
shown in Table ��

The number of nuclei produced per unit time is estimated by rescaling the
correspondent number for elastic scattering with the appropriate measured cross
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Isotopes Life Time cross section No� background
�s� �mb� day�� day��

��B ���� ��  ��! � ���� � ����
��C ���� ����  ��! � ���� � ����
��C ���� ���  ��! � �� � ��
��Be �	�� ��� y ���  ��! ���� �
�Be ����� d ���  ��! ���� �

Table �� Background estimate from activation by neutron spallation�

section� This can be expressed by

Nreaction �
�reaction
�elastic

�Ncollision �Nneutron	

Since all the reactions considered have a threshold Ef � ��MeV for the energy
of the neutron and above this energy the elastic cross section on carbon is an
order of magnitude larger than that on protons	 we can conservatively assume
that the entire thermalization process happens on carbon	 with elastic cross
section �elastic � �	� barn  ��!� The number of collisions in the thermalization
can be calculated as

Ncollision �
ln�Ei�Ef�

�

where we can assume the initial energy to be Ei � �GeV	 the �nal energy
Ef to be the threshold given above and � � �	�� for carbon is the average
logarithmic energy loss per collision� The average number of scatterings results
to be Ncollision � �� and using Nneutron � ����day�� from the previous sections
we can then calculate the number of nuclei produced in a day for the di�erent
isotopes� The total numbers of background events are then obtained using the
Monte Carlo simulation with proper � spectra	 and listed in the �fth column
of Table �� While most channels give no background above � MeV because the
decays proceed through electron capture or they have very small Q value	 non�
negligible backgrounds arise from ��B	 ��C and ��C with a lifetime of �� ms	
�� s and �� min respectively� The �rst one can be e�ectively vetoed with a
very small deadtime� On the other hand this simple �and probably much too
conservative� estimate puts the last two processes in a critical region for the
possible study of solar neutrinos� Our detector will be able to experimentally
study this background during the �rst phase of data�taking�

� Activation by muon capture�
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Isotope Weight Capture rate Capture Total Capture Background
�t� ���� s���  ��! Br� �$� �day��� �day���

H ������ � � �
��C ������ �	��
 �	�� � � �
��C ���� �	��
 �	�� � ���� �

Table �� Estimated background from activation by muon capture�

The muon capture reaction

� � �A�Z� �� �� � �A�Z � ���

produce an excited nucleus �A�Z � ��� which then de�excite into radioactive
isotopes� As an example	 muon capture on ��C will produce an excited ��B	
which will then quickly de�excite by the following reactions�

��B� �� � ��� B� ���$�

��B� �� n ��� B� ���$�

��B� �� �n ��� B� ��$�

The ground state of ��B is radioactive and hence a potential source of back�
ground� Table � summarizes the muon capture rate and the relative back�
grounds induced in � kton of scintillator� None of the isotopes present in our
scintillator produce appreciable rates�

� Activation by muon spallation�

The main reactions from muon spallation are ��C � � � n ��� C	 ��C � � �
�n ��� C	 ��C � � � p ��� B	 ��C � � � np ��� B and ��C � � � n ��� C
where the � is a virtual quantum in the interaction with the muon� Of all the
�nal states only ��C and ��C give origin to visible decays� Although an exact
calculation for the rate of production of this isotope is not easy to obtain	 we can
easily compute an upper limit by conservatively assuming that all the neutrons
created in the detector ����� day��� come from the above spallation processes�
We can then use the cross sections in ��! to compute the relative fraction of
spallations proceeding via the channel we are interested in� We obtain a rate of
��C and ��C production of � ���� day���

For some of the cosmogenic activation channels recent measurements from BOREX�
INO  ��! exist and are compatible with our upper�limit estimates�
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��� Background from Natural Radioactivity

Backgrounds from radioactive decays in KamLAND derive primarily from three sources�

� decay chains of the long lived ���U	 ���Th and ��K naturally present in small
amounts in rocks surrounding the detector and material used in the detector
construction%

� decay of ��Co arti�cially added to steel during production for quality monitoring
purposes%

� decay of ���Rn continuously produced in the disintegration of ���U contained
in rocks and detector materials� Since the radon readily di�uses into many
materials and has a lifetime of a few days it e�ectively acts as a carrier that
disperses the radioactivity through the entire detector unless special precautions
are taken�

In order to study these backgrounds	 we have modeled the complete decay chains of
these isotopes	 derived from  ��!	 in our Monte Carlo program as shown in Tables ���
�� of the Appendix� ���Rn is part of the ���U chain and it is not listed separately�

For simplicity we explicitly considered only those decays with branching ratios
greater than ���$	 while the remaining modes have been lumped together in a �cti�
tious mode marked with '� This mode has been assigned conservatively equal energy
sharing among ��decay and a single � line	 resulting in a relatively large energy �s
in the detector� Finally in ��decays only the three�body kinematics is simulated	 dis�
regarding modi�cations of the energy spectra and angular correlations due to matrix
elements and coulomb corrections� Particles are then tracked by GEANT and when
energy is deposited in the scintillator resolution functions for the energy and position
are applied� In addition � absorption is �quenched� by multiplying the light emitted
by a quenching factor q � �	�� Energy depositions in a time window of ��s are added
together� The resulting energy spectra for the case of isotopes distributed in the
scintillator are shown in Figure ��� ��Co is not shown since it is not expected to be
present in the bulk scintillator and has a trivial spectrum	 while we explicitly show
the ���Rn spectrum since	 as previously noted	 Rn will have a distribution largely
independent from the U sources�

Finally	 to transform these distributions in a background estimate we need to
assign the appropriate isotope concentrations to the di�erent materials in the detector�
In Table � we summarize the decay properties of the isotopes considered� Nuclear
Data for the �ve main isotopes used in the simulation are given in Tables ����� in
Appendix� In counting the number of decays or the number of daughters	 those with
T��� � ��� s are combined with their mother as cascade	 therefore not counted� Those
decays with total energy less than ��� keV are excluded�

It is clear that	 while the very large volume of our detector gives us a tremendous
shielding factor towards external radioactivity	 radon can still travel inside KamLAND
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Figure ��� Energy spectra resulting from our Monte Carlo simulation of the decay chains from
di�erent isotopes distributed in the scintillator�
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Isotope T��� Natural Activity No� of Decays
�yr� Abundance �Bq#g� ��#Bq�

���U �	��� ��� ����� ����� ��
���Th �	��� ���� ����� ���� �
��K �	��� ��� �	��� ���� �	�� ��	 �

���Rn ��� day � �	�� ���	 �
��Co ��� � �	�� ���� �

Table �� Summary of decay parameters for the �ve main isotopes considered in the simulation�
Only decays with T��� � ��� s are individually counted� while decays with shorter T��� are combined
with their mother as cascade� As already mentioned decays with total energy less than ��� keV are
excluded� The speci�c activity in column 
 refers to the radioactive isotope listed only�

carried by the liquids in which it easily dissolves� Therefore the detector will be
equipped with a number of barriers designed	 among other things	 to con�ne the
radon outside the �ducial volume� Radon emanation rates in the same type of glass
used for the KamLAND photomultipliers has been measured to be �� mBq#PMT by
the SuperKamiokande collaboration  ��!� The radon speci�c activity in the bu�er
volume can then be estimated to be �� mBq#m�� To the purpose of background
simulation we take here a conservative approach and assume that only one radon
barrier �lm is present �balloon�� Furthermore we assume the barrier to be nylon with
a permeability coe�cient for radon of �� cm� mm m�� day�� atm� This reduces the
speci�c activity into the active volume to � �Bq#PMT� The use of two barriers should
further reduce this �gure�

The result of the simulation of several millions of events is shown in Table ��
together with the expected contaminations of the di�erent parts of the detector�
Contaminations in the steel tank are derived from sampling of steels used for the
construction of the Palo Verde detector	 while in the case of the rock surrounding the
detector we use measured activities of the worst rocks sampled from the KamLAND
cavity� The contamination �gures for the glass are obtained by direct measurements
on prototype Hamamatsu tubes�

For the scintillator we use a contamination of ����� g#g that is known to be readily
achievable through continuous puri�cation  ��!� As we will see	 better purities �at or
below �����g#g� will probably be required for the second phase of the experiment	
and under this new assumption the table can be easily re�scaled�

The backgrounds listed in Table �� are singles above � MeV% �� kton back�� is
calculated in the entire scintillator volume ���� m radius� while ���� ton back�� uses
a smaller �ducial volume ���� m radius� that could be implemented with a software
cut on the event position�

It is clear that the background for the detection of singles is dominated by the
internal radioactivity of the scintillator� Substantial work on this issue will be carried
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Material Mass Isotope Purity � kton back� ��� ton back�
�tons� �ppb� �Hz� �Hz�

���U ���	 ����� �����
Scint� ��� ���Th ���	 ����� �����

��K ���	 ����� �����
radon � �Bq#m� ����� �����

Bu�er ���U ���	 ����� ���
Oil ���� ���Th ���	 ����� ���

��K ���	 ����� ���
radon �� mBq#m� ����� ���
���U � ����� ���

Steel �� ���Th � ����� ���
Tank ��K � ����� ���

��Co ���� ����� ���
���U ��� ����� �����

PMT ��� ���Th ��� ����� ������
��K ��� ����� ������
���U ����� ����� �����

Rock ��� ���Th ������ ����� ������
��K ���� � �

Total ����� �����

Table ��� Single rates above � MeV for all materials and radon� The forst column of backgrounds
refers to the entire detector �� kton� while the second refers to a smaller �ducial volume�

out during the �rst phase of the experiment to better understand and reduce such
background� On the other hand we can easily see that using only proven technology
the background rate for correlated events is quite modest and su�ciently low to give
us a good margin for the �rst phase of operation� This is illustrated by Table ��
where we summarize the backgrounds for correlated events as de�ned above	 together
with the backgrounds for singles� The natural radioactivity correlated backgrounds
derive from the U and Th decay chains� Their rate is calculated using a quenching
factor of �� for the scintillation from �s but conservatively we use no Pulse�Shape
Discrimination�
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Backgrounds for singles � kton back� ��� ton back�
Prompt neutrons from muon spallation ��� day�� ��� day��

Activation from neutron capture � day�� � day��

Activation from neutron spallation � ���� day�� � ���� day��

Activation from muon capture � day�� � day��

Activation from muon spallation � ���� day�� � ���� day��

Natural radioactivity ����� Hz ����� Hz

Backgrounds for doubles

Cosmic muons induces neutrons ��� day�� ���� day��

Natural radioactivity �random coincidence� ���� day�� ���� day��

Natural radioactivity �correlated� ����� day�� ����� day��

Table ��� Summary of background rates for singles and doubles�

� The Site

The KamLAND detector will sit in the cavity built for the Kamiokande detector
under the summit of Mt� Ikenoyama in the Japanese Alps	 about �� km east of the
town of Toyama� The rock overburden is more than �	��� m in any direction with
an average rock density of ��� g#cm�� The minimum �surface� energy required for a
muon to reach the detector is about ��� TeV and	 with an attenuation factor of ��	

with respect to the surface �ux the cosmic�ray muon rate is ��� m��s���

This site is at ��� m distance from SuperKamiokande presently taking data under
the same mountain� The detector location inside the mountain with its position
relative to SuperKamiokande is shown in Figure ���

Since the mine under Mt� Ikenoyama has been extensively used for cosmic ray
research	 much of the infrastructure for KamLAND is already in place� In addition
a number of companies	 including the local mining company	 are familiar with the
type of activities required	 so that their expertise can be directly used in this project
with substantial saving in money and logistics� The cavity for the experiment has
been drained from the water and the old Kamiokande detector dismantling started
in March �����

Figure �� also shows the tunnel connections with the outside� Access to the old
Kamiokande is at present possible through a small railroad tunnel from the Mozumi
entrance or through a newer	 large road tunnel going to SuperKamiokande from the
Atotsu entrance of the mine� This last road	 accessible to large body dump trucks	
is being extended to the KamLAND site by enlarging one of the small size tunnels
already available between the two laboratories�

As shown in Figure �� at least four larger cavities will be provided along the access
tunnels to install counting facilities	 scintillator and water puri�cation and processing
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Figure ��� Partial view of the system of tunnels inside Mount Ikenoyama with the locations of
KamLAND and SuperKamiokande� The Atotsu tunnel is a large road tunnel accessible to regular
size trucks� A pro�le of the mountain along the direction of smallest extent is also shown�
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equipment and the electrical sub�station� Special �re doors will completely seal the
experiment from the rest of the mine during the scintillator processing� Initially
a mechanical ventilation system will assist natural ventilation �used for Kamiokande
and SuperKamiokande� in order to guarantee safe conditions for scintillator handling�
A special ventilation system using air intake from a tunnel reaching high elevation
on Mount Ikenoyama will be installed at a later time� As a �rst radon barrier the
rock in and around the detector area will be painted with a special impermeable
polyurethane coating already used for the SuperKamiokande experiment� Several
more radon barriers are discussed in di�erent sections of this Proposal�

A new � kV line will be brought to the KamLAND electrical sub�station� Both
��� V and ��� V will then be distributed through the di�erent detector areas�
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� Detector Design

��� Overview

A cutout view of the KamLAND detector is shown in Figure ��� The �ducial volume
consists of a sphere containing ���� tons of liquid scintillator� The scintillator con�
tainer	 having a ���� mm radius	 is a thin plastic�walled balloon �referred to as �the
balloon� in the following� and is not supposed to take the weight of the scintillator
but only to isolate it from an outer layer of non�scintillating �uid� Such �uid and the
liquid scintillator are contained and mechanically supported by a stainless steel spher�
ical vessel that also provides the mechanical structure where the photomultipliers for
the �ducial volume are mounted�

The sphere is solidly mounted inside the cylindrical rock cavity and the space
between them is �lled with water and used as a veto �Cerenkov counter� Several
options are under study for the scintillator and the overall goal would be to be able
to detect scintillation and �Cerenkov light and perform neutron �proton� � �electron�
separation using pulse shape analysis� Events will be localized inside the �ducial
volume using the di�erences in time of �ight to the di�erent photomultipliers so that
large area	 fast tubes are required� The veto counter will be divided in three regions
and readout using Kamiokande photomultipliers�

��� Mechanical Structure

The major mechanical component of the experiment is a stainless steel sphere ��the
sphere�� that will contain the liquid scintillator	 bu�er liquid and inner detector
photomultipliers� The sphere has a diameter of �� m and	 with no water outside	
will have to support a load of �	��� tons� In order to achieve its structural purpose
the sphere will be built out of stainless steel of thickness ranging from � mm �top�
to �� mm �bottom�� A set of �� columns will support the sphere at its equator via
a special ring reinforcement� The detailed design and construction is being handled
by The Mitsui Ship�building Company that has handled the steel construction for
SuperKamiokande� It is important to realize that the sphere	 besides representing the
safety containment vessel for the �ammable liquids	 is also an essential component
for the reduction of radon in the detector� Such a thick metal shell	 together with
appropriate seals for its only opening at the top	 guarantees that no radon from
the rocks and other external materials can enter the detector volume	 reducing the
problem of radon suppression to the relatively clean materials inside the sphere�

A cylindrical stainless steel chimney of � m diameter will protrude from the top of
the sphere to permit access to the central detector during installation� Bu�er oil and
scintillator lines as well as calibration ports will be mounted in the chimney along
with all the electrical cabling as illustrated in Figure ���

A smaller diameter acrylic chimney ��stem�� will be mounted inside the large
chimney and will serve to position and bring services to the liquid scintillator balloon�
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Figure ��� General view of the underground layout in the KamLAND detector region� Several
enlarged tunnel sections will house the electronics� scintillator and water puri�cation systems� venti�
lation system and electrical sub�station� Fireproof bulkheads will isolate the KamLAND area from
the rest of the mine during scintillator handling�
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Figure ��� Schematic drawing of the detector chimney�
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The balloon itself will be restrained by a set of cables connected to di�erent positions
on the inside surface of the sphere�

Figure ��� Mechanical structure holding photomultipliers in place inside the sphere�

Photomultipliers for the central detector will be mounted inside the sphere with an
hexagonal lattice structure as shown in Figure ��� All surfaces except the photocath�
odes will be light absorbing so that only direct photons will be recorded� The support
structure will be able to accommodate �	��� ���inch photomultipliers	 although we
may chose to equip only half that many �as shown in the Figure��

The veto detector will register traversing cosmic�ray muons via the �Cerenkov light
deposited in the water layer surrounding the sphere� The total volume of �	��� m� of
pure water will be divided in three main sections and contained by the rock painted
with water�resistant urethane coating impermeable to radon�

Veto photomultipliers �a total of ��� ���inch tubes from Kamiokande� will be
supported by two disks made of aluminum truss framework for the top and bottom
�Figure ��� and vertical aluminum hangers for the cylindrical side region �Figure ����
Each disk contains �� tubes and is � m thick� While the bottom disk has to withstand
the photomultipliers
 buoyancy �� �� kg#pmt� the top disk also supports a sealed
aluminum �oor� The side hangers are arranged to support �� vertical arrays of about
� tubes each	 for a total of about ��� tubes�
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Figure ��� Arrangement of photomultipliers in the top and bottom veto detectors�
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Figure ��� Arrangement of photomultipliers in the cylindrical side veto detector�
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��� The Scintillator Balloon

The central balloon represents an extremely critical part of the detector� Its primary
purpose will be to isolate the scintillator from the external oil� There are a number of
reasons to have such a division� We want the scintillator to be shielded from the mul�
titude of materials forming the sphere	 photomultipliers	 cables	 and their mechanical
and electrical support� These materials	 although selected to be low in radioactive
background	 will be substantially �dirtier� than the scintillator itself� We also want
to be in the position of choosing the scintillating �uid on the basis of its performance
and safety	 without having to worry about the chemical compatibility with the many
aforementioned components� Finally and most importantly	 the balloon	 properly
engineered	 will represent the last radon barrier protecting the �ducial volume� We
note here that it is correct to assume no shielding e�ect to radon migration from the
di�erent liquids� This is because radon transport is completely dominated by mix�
ing �natural convection and arti�cial recirculation� that is much more e�cient than
simple di�usion�

The balloon will have to be radiologically pure	 transparent for light in the ��� to
��� nm window	 chemically inert and as impermeable as possible to radon� Since the
exact formulation of scintillator is still under study we are designing the balloon to be
able to withstand up to �� tons of buoyancy force due to di�erent densities between
the bu�er oil and the scintillator�

While it is hard to �nd all the above properties in a particular polymer �lm	
great expertise on the engineering of multi�layer plastic �lms exists within the food
packaging and scienti�c stratospheric balloon industries� At the present stage we
are exploring a number of multiple layer sandwiches including �lms of polyamide
�nylon�	 polyethylene	 �uoropolymers	 EVOH and PVDC� The last two are special
polymers designed to be impervious to gases� Since precise measurements of radon
permeability are not generally available	 a special apparatus has been setup to perform
these measurements� This apparatus is schematically shown in Figure ���

Structural analysis for the balloon is being discussed with some of the �rms build�
ing stratospheric balloons for the NASA Scienti�c Balloon Facility in Texas and with
the Mitsui Company in Japan� We plan to restrain the balloon in its position by
a web of plastic cables secured to the inside of the sphere� Obviously the �lling of
liquids inside and outside the balloon will have to be carefully carried out in parallel
in order to avoid stresses to the membrane�

Since	 as discussed in the background section	 the main source of radon in our
detector is expected to be in the uranium impurities in the �low activity� glass of the
photomultipliers	 we are also planning to individually bag or coat the phototubes with
a transparent polymer impermeable to radon� This is a very important concept in
the detector design as it relaxes the requirements for this barrier in terms of chemical
compatibility and mechanical strength� However	 since these developments are still
at an early stage	 we conservatively use for the backgrounds in this Proposal only one
barrier �the balloon� made of ����m thick nylon�
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Figure ��� Schematic view of the radon permeability apparatus�
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��� Liquid Scintillator and Bu	er Fluid

The liquid scintillator con�ned by the balloon in the center of the detector is ar�
guably the single most critical component of KamLAND� From the beginning of the
experiment the scintillator will need to detect and reconstruct anti�neutrino events
depositing energies as low as � MeV in a mass of � kton� This implies good light out�
put and optical clarity� In addition we are planning to use pulse�shape discrimination
�PSD� to statistically separate energy depositions due to direct ionization from the
ones due to proton recoil� The regulations on the use of hazardous materials in the
Kamioka mine and price and availability considerations further restrict the range of
possible choices�

Other features	 like the extremely high purity needed to count singles from solar
neutrinos or the ability to observe �Cerenkov rings in the �background� of scintillation
light	 will become important for future phases of the experiment�

As a consequence of this staged approach we are now formulating a relatively
conventional scintillator for the �rst phase of the experiment	 while laboratory R�D
and the study of the behavior of the conventional scintillator in the full detector
will indicate to us what improvements are needed in order to achieve the sensitivity
required for the second phase� We believe that this approach is extremely desirable
when dealing with ultra�low backgrounds and a liquid that is by de�nition easy to
move for the purpose of puri�cation	 modi�cation or even replacement�

In the following we will discuss separately our baseline formulation for the �rst
phase	 the puri�cation system being designed for such scintillator and the R�D pro�
gram planned for the second phase�

The choice of the bu�er �uid closely follows the choice of the scintillator in order
to match as closely as possible the speci�c gravity �and hence stresses on the balloon�	
index of refraction and radio�purity� Given the large quantity needed	 cost is also an
important consideration� Bu�er �uids will be discussed together with scintillators in
the following section�

�
�
� Phase � Scintillator

The formulation of organic liquid scintillators ��! is based on a general scheme involv�
ing the ionization of a bulk solvent and the successive non�radiative energy transfer
from the solvent molecules to �uorescent molecules ��uor� dispersed into the solvent
at relatively small concentrations� The �uorescent molecules de�excite with emission
of photons that are typically in the near�UV to green region of the spectrum� This
two�step chain is essential since it allows one to use low concentrations of �uor re�
sulting in small self�absorption and reasonable cost �the solvent being	 in general	
dramatically cheaper than the �uor�� It is important to �nd solvents with long radia�
tive lifetimes �so that direct de�excitation is not likely� and good ability to delocalize
the excitation over large distance	 so that a low�concentration �uor has still very high
probability of being excited� It is well known that aromatic solvents are very e�cient
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in this respect and many liquid scintillators have been based on such materials�

For large size detectors like KamLAND the light attenuation length in the bulk
liquid becomes a very serious issue and this parameter becomes essential in the op�
timization of the �uid� Since all practical solvents and �uors have absorption bands
in the short wavelength region of the spectrum an obvious solution is to shift the
wavelength towards longer wavelength� This is usually done within the tight limits
of existing photocathodes� In practice only a narrow window is available between
the absorption in the near�UV and the photocathode cuto� in the green� In addi�
tion purity	 cost and chemical hazard considerations are extremely important in large
underground detectors like KamLAND�

In the detection of anti�neutrino Gadolinium doped scintillators present the obvi�
ous advantages of faster neutron capture and large energy release� Indeed substantial
expertise in this �eld is present in this group thanks to the experience with the Chooz
and Palo Verde detectors� However the lower intrinsic background of a very large and
deep detector substantially weakens the motivation for such exotic scintillators and
considerations of cost	 long term stability and di�culty of achieving very low radioac�
tive contaminations make this option unpractical for a detector like KamLAND	 at
least for the �rst phase of data�taking�

For the initial phase of KamLAND we have conservatively chosen to use a scintil�
lator of simple and well proven formulation� This scintillator will use Pseudocumene
��	�	��Trimethylbenzene� as primary solvent with PPO ��	��Diphenyloxazole� as pri�
mary �uor� In Figure �� we show the light yield in arbitrary units as function of
di�erent concentrations of PPO in di�erent aromatic solvents� At least for concen�
trations above �g#l there is a very small di�erence of light yield between the various
solvents� The �ash�point is lowest for Toluene ���C� than in Pseudocumene ����C��
The last solvent	 DIN �Di�isopropylnaphtalene� is essentially non��ammable ��ash
point is ����C� and it presents essentially no health hazard� The alternative use of
this solvent is under study and will be brie�y discussed later�

The low �ash point forces us to study the possibility of diluting the primary
solvent in a co�solvent like Isopara�ne� We have chosen to use Isopara�ne �IP�	
which has the same e�ect as mineral oil	 except it is lighter �n�������	 and has lower
radioactivity due to the extra cracking and distillation during its production� Like
mineral oil it has low vapor pressure	 high �ash point ����C�	 and low toxicity� In
Figure �� we show how the light yield decreases for increasing dilution of the primary
solvent in the Isopara�ne�

Choosing a ��$ concentration of Pseudocumene in the oil retains most of the
scintillator properties while substantially reducing �ammability	 toxicity and cost�
The �ash point of such cocktail is increased to ���	��C�	 above the ����C� limit
mandated by the mine operations�

While some details of the formulation like the exact concentration of PPO and
the possibility of adding a secondary shifter �bis�MSD� to better match the wave�
length of the scintillation to the transparency of the liquid are still under study	 the
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Figure ��� Light yield for di�erent concentrations of PPO in Pseudocumene �squares�� Also shown
are the yields for the same �uor in Toluene and DIN�
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cocktail described above has been demonstrated to achieve properties that are totally
adequate to the physics to be performed in the �rst phase of Kamland� In particular
it has a light yield of ��$ of anthracene and attenuation length better than �� m �at
� � ��� nm�	 resulting in an energy resolution ��E��E � ��$�

p
E �assuming ��$

photocathode coverage	 ��$ photocathode quantum e�ciency and ��$ transmission
from balloon and glass�� For �s we have also measured a pulse FWHM of � ns that
we expect	 from simulation studies	 to result in a position resolution � � �� cm at
� MeV�

From laboratory tests we expect a quenching factor of about �� for for scintillation
produced by � particles �relative to �s�� This factor is used in our Monte Carlo studies
and it is very important in the suppression of backgrounds from radioactive decays�
We have also measured good pulse�shape discrimination �PSD� between scintillation
produced by neutron�induced recoils and �s� This is shown in Figure �� where we
show the measured ratio between the total charge in a pulse and the charge after
�� ns for � events and neutron recoils� The three plots represent di�erent Pseudoc�
umene concentrations� It is clear that the ��$ Pseudocumene concentration chosen
for the KamLAND formulation still gives a substantial PSD� Since our detector is
built in such a way that only direct photons from scintillation are detected �light
is absorbed at the �rst scattering� PSD will also be functional in the full size bulk
scintillator� However	 while still investigating how to best use this property for back�
ground suppression	 we have conservatively not used it in the simulations performed
for this Proposal� PSD will be further studied at the Tohoku University Test Bench
Facility brie�y described below and it will be routinely measured in KamLAND by
the standard detector calibration runs�

Since the hydrogen#carbon ratio is � � for Isopara�ne �CnH�n
�� and ���� for
Pseudocumene �C�H��� the cocktail described above will have a ratio of � �	���

We are planning to use pure Isopara�ne as a bu�er �uid for this scintillator�
In this way the di�erence between densities inside and outside the balloon can be
of about �$	 corresponding to a �� ton downward force on the balloon� We are
investigating the use of n Isopara�ne with slightly longer chains that should allow us
to match better the two densities and minimize the stress on the balloon�

�
�
� Scintillator Puri�cation System

During the experiment lifetime both scintillator and bu�er �uid will be continuously
puri�ed to reduce the background from internal radioactivity� While typical levels
of U	 Th and ��K contamination in good quality Isopara�ne are ����� g#g	 we are
planning to reduce them to at least ����� g#g for the �rst phase of the experiment�
The puri�cation system will need to remove these �original� contaminations as well
as the radioactive nuclei produced initially and during the lifetime of the experiment
by cosmogenic activation �mainly �Be� and radon decay ����Pb�� As discussed in the
section on backgrounds the requirements on purity for all these isotopes are within
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Figure ��� Pulse�shape discrimination in KamLAND scintillator� We use the ratio between the
total charge and the tail charge ��� ns to�� as a variable to statistically discriminate between ��like
events and n�recoils� This variable is shown for ��	� ��	 and ��	 Pseudocumene concentration in
the scintillator �respectively parts a�� b� and c��� Neutron contamination for a cut preserving ��	
of the �s is respectively ���	� ���	 and ��	�
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the present technology for the �rst phase of the experiment	 while in the case of a later
running with a low�energy single trigger	 substantially more aggressive background
reductions will be needed� We are con�dent that the experience gained with the �rst
operation of the whole detector together with the R�D in progress in our labs and
similar e�orts done for BOREXINO will provide us with appropriate solutions�

Puri�cation methods ��! have been developed by the BOREXINO group that
needs	 from the very beginning	 contaminations of order ����� g#g� These methods
are highly e�ective at removing U	 Th	 Pb	 K and Be and purity levels below ����	

have been reached for U	 Th	 at their test facility� The process	 that serves to extract
Pb and Be as well	 is based on the higher a�nity of metals for highly polar solvents
like water� Water is �rst mixed with scintillator and then separated into two �uids by
gravity� Metal ions prefer the �polar� water environment and are e�ectively removed
from the scintillator� Nitrogen purging then removes the dissolved water as well as
the radon �although the recirculation time in the puri�cation process is too slow to
serve as an e�ective Rn abatement tool�� Since the e�ciency for removing Be is
several orders of magnitude lower than for U	 Th	 K	 and Pb	 vacuum distillation is
then used to remove Be much more e�ectively and to improve the attenuation length
by removing chemical compounds� In addition ����� �ltration is used to remove dust
and other macroscopic contamination�

Although these techniques �developed for a pure Pseudocumene scintillator� can�
not be directly employed on the KamLAND two�solvent scintillator	 we are presently
developing a similar puri�cation system employing for the moment only the water ex�
traction and ultra��ltration steps� A prototype of this system has been built to work
with the scintillator Test Bench Facility at Tohoku	 processing �� l#hr of scintillator�
With such detector we will be able to test the e�ects of puri�cation down to �����

g#g of U and Th by detecting sequential decays in the decay chain� To achieve the
greater sensitivity needed for our studies we are developing condensation and neutron
activation analysis techniques as explained in a later section� In Figure �� we show
the � m� test bench now in operation at Tohoku University�

Finally a large water puri�cation system will be built at KamLAND to treat the
water of the veto counter and to provide ultra�clean water for the scintillator plant�
The system will use water from the same springs under Mt� Ikenoyama that are
already feeding SuperKamiokande and process it via ultra��ltering and ionic exchange
in CR�� chelate resin� Great expertise on this topic is available in the group from
the past experience at Kamiokande and SuperKamiokande�

�
�
� Scintillator RD for Phase �

While the �rst phase of KamLAND will require only a scintillator that is well within
the reach of today
s technology	 a possible use of the detector for measurements
requiring single triggers and thresholds around or below � MeV poses formidable
problems of background reduction� Although we plan to take full advantage from the
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opportunity we have to study backgrounds in a full�size detector during phase �	 a
successful R�D program in this �eld will also require considerable time and has to
be started immediately�

As it is clear from previous sections the background for low energy singles will be
dominated by internal radioactivity in the scintillator and by ���Rn mainly produced
outside the �ducial volume	 drifting through the di�erent liquids and plastic sheets�

We have selected three main directions for R�D on scintillator that address the
problems of background in rather di�erent and independent ways�

� Improve the purity of a conventional scintillator �probably very similar or iden�
tical to the one used in phase �� at or below ����� g#g in U	 Th and ��K�
Similarly improve the contamination from radon and cosmogenic nuclei keeping
in mind the results obtained from the �rst phase of running� This activity is a
natural continuation of the scintillator development e�orts already under way
both in Japan and in the US� It will also require the upgrade of trace element
analysis equipments in part already available in some of our laboratories�

� Develop a novel scintillator based on di�erent �uors and	 especially	 solvents in
order to improve the intrinsic performance in terms of PSD	 quenching factor
and other particle identi�cation techniques� This new scintillator might improve
the experiment given its intrinsic ability to identify backgrounds�

In this �eld we are now investigating heavier solvents like DIN and PXE that
are available commercially �mainly as transformer oils� in large quantities� This
solvents are substantially less �ammable and hazardous	 yet with light yields
similar or higher than Pseudocumene� Since they can be used in pure form
they can produce scintillators with substantially better PSD and higher yield�
In addition	 since their density is the same as water to within �$	 these scin�
tillators can be used with water as a bu�er �uid	 with considerable saving and
simpli�cation� Although we are aware of the problems that some membranes
like nylon present when soaked with water ��! at least one of our candidate
barrier ��uorocarbon� does not have such problems�

� Develop a new scintillator that by its nuclear properties is able to produce
physics phenomena that would not be observable otherwise� A relatively simple
possibility would be represented by the idea of dissolving Xe �natural or isotopi�
cally enriched to ���Xe� into the scintillator to study neutrinoless double�beta
decay with a very large mass of candidate isotope� Xe is known to be soluble at
least to few percent concentrations in liquid hydrocarbons� The possibility of
dissolving other nuclei with more complex chemistry like Cd	 Yb and Gd is also
being evaluated with the goal of studying double�beta decay and solar neutrinos�
Similar concepts are being explored by the LENS Collaboration  ��!� Some of
the nuclei of interest could also be used as active elements in non�organic �uors
based on rare�earth chelates or CdS �Cadmium Selenite� nanocrystals  ��!�
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Although some of these options may seem rather far�fetched they are nevertheless
mentioned here to stress the fact that KamLAND is a very versatile detector concept
and the experiment	 after the �rst phase is completed	 can be simply and relatively
inexpensively reconverted for a broad range of new applications� A very active pro�
gram on these topics has started in the collaboration� This program greatly bene�ts
from the human and technical resources available at di�erent institutions and private
companies in the US and Japan�

��� Photomultipliers

The large size of the KamLAND detector and the need for large photocathode cover�
age clearly call for very large size photomultipliers� ���inch diameter photomultipli�
ers �R����� have been manufactured by Hamamatsu in large quantities �over ��	���
units� for the SuperKamiokande detector and we plan to rely on a similar size tube
for this experiment� However the SuperKamiokande tubes cannot be directly used in
KamLAND since they do not have a good enough time resolution� The very large
���inch photoelectron collection area and a short tube mechanics are obtained in the
R���� by using a large acceptance venetian�blind multiplier section� This design
results in a relatively slow risetime ��� ns� due both to the intrinsic properties of
venetian�blind multipliers and to the slower photoelectron collection at the periphery
of the photocathode area� In order to improve the speed characteristics of the tube
Hamamatsu has designed a new tube �R�����	 replacing the old multiplier with a
fast linear�focusing one in the glass envelope of a R����� The photocathode diame�
ter is limited to �� inch	 trading area for collection time� In Figure �� we show the
schematic design of the two tubes�

The tube has been designed and prototyped at Hamamatsu and from measure�
ments of the �rst prototypes at Tohoku and Tennessee a preliminary set of parameters
is being compiled as shown in Table ��� While mass production is about to start we
are still evaluating envelopes from di�erent glass manufacturers from China	 Germany
and Japan� A decision regarding the glass will be taken very soon�

The photomultiplier mechanical support structure can hold a maximum number
of �	��� tubes arranged on an hexagonal lattice� This would correspond to about ��$
photocathode coverage� Studies are under way to establish whether a lower coverage	
for instance ���� tubes ���$ coverage� is still acceptable from the physics standpoint�
Care will be taken in absorbing any photon not hitting the photocathode	 to preserve
good spatial resolution and timing�

The veto part of the detector will be equipped with ��� ���inch photomultipliers
from the old Kamiokande detector�

A set of compensating coils will be installed in the cavern to cancel the Earth
s
magnetic �eld �� ���mGauss� to a level well below the �� mGauss limit necessary
for proper operation of the photomultipliers� A similar technique is already in use at
SuperKamiokande�
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Figure ��� Schematic cross section of SuperKamiokande �A� and KamLAND �B� photomultipliers�
The KamLAND tube will use the same glass envelope but will have a smaller photocathode and a
substantially faster risetime�
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Parameter Min� Typ� Max�
Quantum E�ciency at ���nm ��$ ��$ �
HV for ��� gain ����V � ���� V
Dark current at ��� gain	 ���C � � ��A
Dark rate above ���� p�e� at ��� gain	 ���C � � ��kHz
Time resolution at ��� gain	 ���C	 full face � ���ns �ns
Rise time at ��� gain � �ns � ns
Transit Time at ��� gain � ���ns ��� ns
Peak�to�Valley Ratio at ��� gain ��� ��� �
Cathode uniformity � � 
��$
Afterpulse fraction �between ���ns and ���s� � � �$

Table ��� Preliminary characteristics of ����� inch Hamamatsu pmts for KamLAND� These char�
acteristics are guaranteed for the �rst three years of life�

��� Electronics

As described above the KamLAND detector will be capable of covering a broad range
of science� In order to preserve all its capabilities it is important to design adequate
electronics	 which allow all the essential details of the interactions to be measured in
the entire energy range from a fraction of MeV to a few GeV� This ability will be even
more important should new phenomena start to emerge from our measurements�

From the electronics point of view	 all physics events in Kamland can be pictured
as being composed of a sequence of the �simple� events separated in time� For
example	 reactor �e absorbed in liquid scintillator will produce a simple event of
positron followed by a �delayed� simple event of neutron� A simple event corresponds
to an energy deposition of a single particle converted to an observable light signal�
Single �	 e	 �	 or p signals can be considered as simple events� In a multi�PMT
detector	 the simple event looks like an almost simultaneous set of signals from a large
group of photomultipliers� The amplitude and shape of a minimal signal correspond
to the single photo�electron �s�p�e�� response of the PMT� The maximum duration of
a PMT signal is determined by the track length of the particle �muon	 for example� in
the scintillator volume	 and by the speed of light propagation in the liquid scintillator�
For a simple KamLAND event	 the maximum di�erence between the arrival time of
the pulses from di�erent PMTs is � �� ns	 and maximum duration of the pulse in a
PMT channel is � ��� ns�

The information contained in a simple event can be obtained by the measurements
of the relative arrival time �spatial position�	 pulse width �track length�	 and the total
charge �energy� of the PMT signals� In addition	 the signal shape carries particle
identi�cation information from PSD in the scintillator or	 possibly	 �Cerenkov light
that is produced with much faster time�constants�
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Real physics events will be composed of one or several simple events separated by
time intervals ranging from tens of nanoseconds �as in case of � � � � � decay� to
hundreds of microseconds �as in the neutron capture� and even to seconds or minutes
�as with the lifetime of excited nucleus states�� To fully use the information in a
statistically limited sample of rare events �a situation typical for KamLAND� it is
important to be able to clearly distinguish and identify all simple events in a physics
event�

We have identi�ed the following major requirements for the KamLAND front�end
electronics�

� Threshold� The lowest possible simple event threshold is certainly an essential
ability of KamLAND� With a light yield of � ��� s�p�e� per MeV	 and with a
capability of PMTs to detect a single photoelectron the lowest energy trigger
threshold will be determined by PMT thermal noise �ranging from � kHz to ��
kHz per PMT� and by low�energy � background� Figure �� shows the expected
trigger rate in Kamland with ���� PMTs	 as a function of global threshold in
s�p�e� From this point of view a global simple event threshold of � �	�� MeV
�� �� s�p�e�� is well within the possibilities�
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Figure ��� Trigger rate vs threshold in single photoelectrons for di�erent assumptions on the
average dark current noise per PMTs� We assume ���� PMTs� overall light yield of ��� s�p�e��MeV�
and trigger resolution time of ��� ns� Also shown is the ��background rate for natural radioactivity�

� Trigger rate and dead time� One of the limitations of high trigger rates generally
associated with low trigger threshold is an increase of the dead time due to
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event conversion and readout� The speci�c type of front�end electronics used
for signal processing and readout can reduce the dead time virtually to nil	 even
at trigger rates as high as a kilohertz� In particular	 high trigger rate capability
is also required for the e�cient detection of supernova neutrino�events where the
trigger rate can be as high as a kilohertz for a time interval of several seconds�

� Multi�hit capability� Multi�hit capability is required for the time and amplitude
measurement of a sequence of simple events with a separation in time smaller
than or comparable to the digitization and read�out time interval� Thus	 the
neutron following the positron signal in reactor anti�neutrino events will be de�
tected within a � ����s time interval �average capture time in liquid scintillator
is � ����s� comparable with the event read�out time� An extreme example of
the multi�hit requirements is given by SUSY�preferred proton decay modes	 such
as the one shown below	 where energy and space positions need to be measured
for four simple events closely separated in time�
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The clear detection of these �nal states poses substantial requirements on the
multi�hit ability of our electronics system�

� Bandwidth� Since the risetime of the PMTs is � � ns and	 in addition	 � ��
m of coaxial cable RG���� between PMT and the processing electronics will be
used	 an overall risetime of � � ns should be expected� This will imply that the
bandwidth of the processing electronics does not need to exceed signi�cantly
� �� MHz�

� Dynamic range of amplitude measurement� The range of amplitude measure�
ments is limited on the lower side by the necessity of s�p�e� detection �we assume
that the s�p�e� signal will be digitized as � �� ADC counts above the pedestal�
and on the higher side by the energy of the stopping muons �� ���� s�p�e� per
PMT�� We assume a maximum amplitude per PMT of ���� s�p�e�	 which gives
a conversion dynamic range of ADC of ���	��� and a maximum measurable
energy in the detector at the global saturation level of � �� GeV� Energy de�
posits larger than �� GeV in the detector are only possible from high�energy
hadronic or electromagnetic showers originated by neutrinos or muons� To cover
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the dynamic range of ���	��� ��� bit�	 one will need at least two ����� bit ADC
conversions per PMT corresponding to high and low sensitivity range�

� Time resolution� Since the transit time spread �TTS� of a R���� PMT is ���
ns FWHM and the fast decay time constant of the liquid scintillator is a few
nanoseconds	 an accuracy of the time measurement in each individual channel
of � �	� ns should be adequate� Overall an o��line space point reconstruction
accuracy of � �� cm FWHM �at � MeV� will result from averaging the timing
information from several PMTs in an event�

� Range of time measurements� Within a simple event the required time interval
range for measurements between di�erent PMTs	 as well as the signal length
for individual PMTs	 is in the range of ��� ns� For physics events	 as was
mentioned above	 the required time intervals between simple events can be from
tens of nanoseconds to minutes� It is important that for each simple event the
amplitude	 the arrival time	 and the signal duration are recorded� This requires
an electronics either with very fast conversion#readout	 or with long�sustain�
time analog memory	 or with ����fold split parallel processing of the signals�
We note that from the electronics point of view	 many types of background
should be retained for later analysis� This is particularly relevant in order to
reach the ultimate lowest global threshold for the experiment�

�
�
� Preampli�ers

The anode current response of the Hamamatsu R���� PMTs becomes non�linear
above � �� mA in the pulse mode� The limitation occurs mainly due to space�
charge e�ects in the last dynode�dynode and dynode�anode gaps� The maximum
linear current corresponds to a signal of � ��� mV for a �� � cable load� With
the essential requirement of the e�cient detection of single photoelectrons and with
a maximum detectable amplitude of � �� ��� s�p�e� per PMT	 the s�p�e� signal at
the end of a ���m�long transmission line will be only � �	�� mV� The corresponding
charge of � ��� fC is somewhat small for reliable signal#noise separation� To extend
the dynamic range of the anode signal of the PMT	 we will use a bu�er preampli�er
at the anode� The connection scheme of such an ampli�er is shown in Figure ��� The
high input impedance and low capacitance of the bu�er ampli�er allows us to use a
�K� anode load instead of the conventional ���� In this way the �� mA current limit
of the PMT will yield a signal of �� V	 and the single photoelectron signal will give a
comfortable amplitude of � � mV	 extending the dynamic range of the anode signals
by a factor of ���

There are several bu�er ampli�er chips available on the market� One of the possi�
ble compromises between speed and power is the LM���� ��!� with a �� MHz band�
width �rise time � � ns�	 and current�drive capabilities up to ��� mA into a ��� load�
The input resistance of the LM���� is �M�	 its input capacitance ��� pF	 and the
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Figure ��� Ampli�er�bu�er mounted at the anode of PMT can extend the linear dynamic range
of output signals up to � �� V with a ���ohm load�

maximum power dissipation of ��� W� The latter can be compared with the power
dissipation of � � W for the regular resistive PMT voltage divider�

We expect the rise time of the anode pulse to be a convolution of the PMT rise
time �� � ns� and the bu�er ampli�er response time �� � ns in case of LM������ The
fall time should be determined mainly by the discharge time of the anode capacitance
�� �� pF � ��� pF input capacitance of the bu�er� through the anode load resistor
�� K��	 i�e�	 will be � �� ns� The prototyping of the preampli�er at the anode of a
R���� PMT	 in progress in our laboratories	 will determine whether the actual speed
of this system is su�cient or a faster ampli�er will be needed�

�
�
� Front�End Electronics

In order to ful�ll the requirements discussed above	 as well as the cost and schedule
of the experiment	 we are considering two options for the front�end electronics� Pro�
totyping for both options is in progress and a �nal decision will be taken in the next
several months�

The �rst option is built around conventional	 commercially available ADC and
TDC modules� Deadtime�less operation only for the �rst two simple events of a real
event will be achieved by fast switching of the trigger controls between two banks of
equivalent front�end electronics	 as shown in Figure ���

Additional �ash�ADC readout is also envisaged for analog sums of groups of
������ PMTs� The trigger will be based essentially on the multiplicity of single
hits� This approach to the front�end electronics has been very well tested in Ka�
miokande	 Chooz	 and Palo Verde and represents an excellent fall back	 safe solution	
although	 for a very large multipurpose detector such as KamLAND it would limit the
capabilities of the experiment	 mainly in the important �elds of supernova detection	
nucleon decay and	 in general	 particle identi�cation�
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Figure ��� Option � front�end electronics with two banks of ADC and TDC can provide deadtime�
less operation for the �rst two simple events�
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The second front�end electronics option will have essentially none of the limitations
of the �rst	 but	 being technologically more advanced	 requires an aggressive design
and prototyping e�ort�

The electronics concept in this second option is based on the novel approach  ��!
pioneered by some members of our Collaboration� The system uses a monolithic
analog memory ASIC chip �AMU � analog memory unit� ��! including �� channels
of random�access precision analog memory	 each with �� storage cells �time slices��
The sampling and recording frequency of the AMU chip is �� MHz �or one measure�
ment#storage every ��� ns�� Each of �� channels has a built�in ADC	 which allows
conversion of any or all of �� stored analog measurements into �� bits �� ���sec
conversion time�� Simultaneous read�write capability and the �exible memory ad�
dress list manager �MALM� will allow deadtime�less data acquisition in KamLAND
at trigger rates even above � kHz	 and with built�in multi�hit performance�
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Figure ��� Concept of Kamland instrumentation chip in Option �� One channel out of � in a chip
is shown�

The second important component in this option is another monolithic ASIC	 that
we call �instrumentation chip�� This device	 shown schematically in Figure ��	 con�
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sists of � identical signal processing channels	 each including constant fraction discrim�
inator	 charge�integrating ampli�er �CIA�	 programmable gain ampli�er	 and time�
amplitude converter �TAC�� Each chip also has calibration circuitry	 ��� analog sum
outputs for triggering	 and the serial controls� One instrumentation chip can provide
an input for �� AMU channels�

The principles of operation of this electronics for the measurement of amplitude	
arrival time	 and signal width are illustrated in Figure ��� The electronics operate
with a stable free�running �� MHz clock� The clock is synchronized with a �Universal
Time Standard�and provides an absolute time stamp to the headers of digitized and
recorded events� Fast PMT signals arrive via �� � RG���� cables � �� m long to
the receiving bu�er ampli�er#analog splitter as shown in Figure ��� Various measur�
able parameters of the input signal �charge integral	 arrival time	 signal length	 etc��
are formed and converted into amplitude information by the instrumentation chip�
The various amplitudes are then sampled every ��� ns and stored in the AMU as a
sequence of time slices�

10 MHz 
clock  φ0

Input

Disc.

INT

TAC

LEN

analog memory samples

τdischarge~100 µs

100 ns

i-1

Start

StopStart

Stop

Reset

Reset
t

A ~ t

Int 1

Int 2

tlen

i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6

Figure ��� Simpli�ed timing sequence of integrated charge� arrival time and pulse width measure�
ments for readout option ��

The PMT current signals are integrated by a charge�integrating ampli�er in the
instrumentation chip �INT time diagram in Figure ���� The charge�integrating am�
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pli�er is set to discharge the integrated signal with an RC of the order of a hundred
�seconds	 which should be chosen to match the average anode current of the PMT
and to prevent the saturation of the integrated output� Several signals are allowed
to be integrated and overlapped at the CIA output within a discharge time interval�
The reading of any particular integrated signal corresponding to the i�th ��� ns time
interval is obtained as an amplitude di�erence of i�th and �i����th digitized samples �

The measurement of the arrival time is performed in the following way� An analog
PMT signal triggers the discriminator �with the threshold corresponding to �������
s�p�e��� The leading edge of the discriminator output starts the integration of a con�
stant current in a capacitor� This process lasts until the next clock cycle �TAC in
Figure ��� so that the integrated amplitude is proportional to the time interval be�
tween the start of the signal and the next clock time signal� The integrated amplitude
level is held for the next clock cycle	 to allow the storage of its value in the AMU	
and then resets during the following clock cycle� Thus	 the arrival time measurement
requires three clock cycles ����� ns�� The signal length can be measured similarly
�LEN in Figure ���� In the latter case the integration is started by the trailing edge
of discriminated PMT signal and stopped by the next clock signal� To provide time
measurements for several simple events separated by the time intervals less than three
clock cycles	 up to four hits per PMT channel can be processed in parallel channels
for leading and trailing edges of the PMT signals�

All time intervals will be measured with an electronic accuracy of � �	� ns  ��!
which will not contribute signi�cantly to the overall time measurement accuracy of
� � �	� ns determined by PMT time resolution�

Parallel to processing in the AMU	 the integrated analog signals are also summed
into �� groups of �� channels �see Figure ��� for fast �ash ADC digitization� Flash
ADC will provide an energy deposit signal �in the group of ���PMTs� to be fed to
the trigger processor� Discriminator outputs for individual channels will also be fed
to the trigger processor for pattern recognition�

The trigger signal which originates with about � �s delay after the simple event
in the detector will command the analog memory address list manager �MALM� to
mark the time slices containing useful events for digitization� With �� time�slices�
deep AMU	 �� MHz clock	 � �second trigger latency	 and with � useful time slices per
simple event	 a trigger rate of up to ����� kHz should provide practically deadtime�less
conversion#read�out operation in each channel of the system�

To cover the whole dynamic range of amplitudes from a PMT	 two parallel integrator�
AMU channels will be used with di�erent sensitivity providing two ranges of con�
version� �� ADC counts#s�p�e� and � ADC count#s�p�e�	 respectively� If the high�
sensitivity range is saturated the high�sensitivity integrator will be reset �see Fig�
ure ��� during the next ��� ns cycle�

As an example of the power of this system we show in Figure �� the timing
sequence deriving from the already mentioned p� K
 � �� decay chain� We assume
a very extreme case in which the K decays in �� ns	 the � after �� ns and the � earlier
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than ��� �s� The entire event is reconstructed �including PSD� without any loss of
information or pile�up e�ects unless the decay time interval will be too short to be
separated by PMT pulse duration�

Signals from the PMTs in the veto system will be readout in a similar fashion�
Since the counting rate of the veto�system is not expected to exceed a few Hertz	
we anticipate that veto signals will not be used in the trigger decision but will be
recorded in the general data stream with appropriate synchronization time stamp for
the o��line correlations�

�
�
� Trigger and Data Acquisition

The trigger in KamLAND could simply be based on a global threshold for the total
energy deposit in the detector� A trigger rate below �� Hz should be possible with a
global threshold of � �	� MeV� A set energies from several large PMT patches and#or
the hit pattern from small clusters of PMTs may be used in addition to accept or
reject special categories of events�

Since the maximum duration of the PMT signals and the time di�erence between
PMTs are both � ��� ns	 a trigger resolution time of � ��� ns is appropriate� That
means that all data required for the trigger of each simple event will be contained
within a ���� ns time interval�

There are some di�erences in the trigger organization for two options of the front�
end electronics which were discussed in the previous section�

For the �rst option	 the trigger decision time should be as short as possible to
save cable length in each PMT channel �used for compensation of the trigger delay��
Trigger decisions here will be made by forming the local analog sums of the anode
signals in groups of ��	 and then by discriminating the integrated�in�time summed
signal of all PMT groups �corresponding to ���� PMTs�� Readout dead�time will limit
the trigger rate and might require adjusting the global threshold to the higher values
or implying a speci�c coincidence between the �rst and second simple event triggers
in a real event� In the latter case	 the global trigger becomes non�universal	 and
some physics processes based on a single	 simple event counting might be sacri�ced�
Trigger#read�out rate limitation may also a�ect the e�ciency of events registration
in supernova bursts�

For the second front�end electronics option	 a trigger latency of � �� ��s will be
acceptable	 and a universal trigger with lower threshold and with more sophisticated
event recognition can be accomplished� Readout will be deadtime�less for trigger rates
up to � kHz� Considerable experience exists in our collaboration with the design and
implementation of the trigger processors  ��!�

Data acquisition �DAQ� is also somewhat di�erent for the two front�end options	
particularly due to the fact that the amount of information per simple event is larger
by an order of magnitude in the second case� Here we will concentrate on this sec�
ond	 more demanding	 system that will require some custom development� Experi�
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ence on design and implementation of DAQ systems of this type is available within
collaboration ��!� One of the essential issues to be resolved here is the synchroniza�
tion of the information used by the analog memory address list manager with absolute
time provided by Universal Time Standard�

Figure �� is a diagram showing the organization of the KamLAND electronics
into crates� The crates will contain three types of cards� The �rst	 called �front�end
card�	 contains all the electronics necessary to process �� PMT signals into various
energy and timing values and to digitize them� This card includes �� instrumentation
chips and �� AMU#ADC chips� Data from �� front�end cards would travel on a data
bus to the second type of card	 the �data collection card�� This card contains a FIFO
memory to bu�er the data received from the front�end cards before transfer to the
next level of readout� It also contains the memory address list manager �MALM�
which controls the reading and writing of the AMUs and the conversion process and
readout of the ADCs� The third type of card is the �trigger card�� Analog energy
signals developed on the front�end cards pass over the trigger data bus segments and
are summed by the trigger card� The trigger card completes the processing of trigger
information for groups of �� PMTs and passes that data to the next level of the trigger
processor� The entire crate processes the signals from ��� PMTs	 so approximately
��� crates would be required for all of KamLand FEE including veto PMTs�

Data from the data collection card would pass over several high�speed parallel
busses to a VME�based processor� A similar arrangement was used for CERN exper�
iment WA�� and data transfer rates up to �� Mbyte#s were possible with a single
bus� For a single physics event of a maximum complexity	 there are �� words of data
from each energy channel ��� analog samples per ��� ns � � gain ranges� and ��
words from each timing channel �� samples � � for leading and trailing � � for two
clock phases�� The total is �� words per PMT�event	 but that should be rounded up
slightly in calculating total data rates to allow for headers and other incidental data�
Assuming �� words per PMT�event	 two bytes#word and an average event rate of ��
Hz	 the data rate for a single PMT comes to ���� byte#s� For a ����channel crate	
the average data rate would then be ��� Kbyte#s �or ���� Kbyte per event�� For
a supernova	 the event rate could potentially go to � kHz	 and the data rate would
increase to ���� Mbyte#s for perhaps one second� This data rate could be handled by
using two of the �� Mbyte busses or larger size FIFO memory on the data collection
cards� Since the bulk rate of triggers will correspond mostly to the single � back�
ground events with energy deposit � �� MeV �or average signal level � � s�p�e� per
PMT� a simple zero�channel read�out suppression algorithm can substantially reduce
the size of the data stream�

��� Veto Counter

The water pool outside the sphere serves two important functions� As a passive shield
it absorbs the radioactivity coming from the walls and degrades the energy of the fast
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neutrons produced by cosmic rays in the rock� As an active veto it detects cosmic
ray muons traversing it by their �Cerenkov radiation�

Since the geometry of the veto detector is quite complex and anyway there is no
need to extract precise information from the properties of the �Cerenkov light	 we
are planning to randomize the light direction applying a white di�using material to
the sphere and walls of the cavern� This will eliminate potential �dead� zones of
the detector from where mirror re�ection could guide light systematically away from
photomultipliers�

The veto will be readout using ���inch photomultipliers recycled from the Ka�
miokande experiment� As shown in Figure �� we are planning to cover each of the
top and bottom �pancakes� with �� tubes arranged in a square lattice� This corre�
sponds to about �$ photocathode coverage of the top and bottom surfaces and	 with
a minimum water depths of � m would result in about  ��� photoelectrons directly
collected for a high energy muon� In reality this �gure will be increased by the dif�
fusing material� A light gauge aluminum box around each of the tubes will produce
a modest segmentation in the pancakes and allow for crude tracking of cosmic�ray
muons� The situation is somewhat more complicated in the side veto	 an option of
which is schematically shown in Figure ��� In order to be conservative in shielding the
active scintillator from the central detector photomultipliers	 little space ��� cm� is
left between the equator of the sphere and the rock� This space would not allow direct
mounting of ���inch PMTs	 that would anyhow displace too much water shielding in
this critical area� The simple scheme represented in Figure �� consists of �� vertical
strings	 each supporting � ���inch tubes and gives a photocathode coverage of ���$�
Although this coverage is more than adequate for the long path lengths covered by
most muons	 only �� direct photoelectrons would be detected for muons traveling
horizontally through the equator� Monte Carlo studies with detailed geometry and
cosmic�ray �ux distributions as well as measurements in a small water pool will be
performed in order to decide whether this scheme is su�cient for our purpose� We
are studying three alternatives to improve the situation in the equatorial region�

� increase of the number of PMTs and hence of the light collection by providing
more strings and mounting tubes also on the outside of the sphere� This would
be inexpensive as plenty of tubes are available from Kamiokande	 however it is
possible that these tubes are indeed too large to e�ectively collect light from
such a peculiar region of the detector%

� install about ��� ��inch tubes around the equator%

� use a �uorescent coating or hang very thin �curtains� of plastic scintillator in
the equatorial region in order to shift some of the �Cerenkov light from the UV
to longer wavelengths visible from the photomultipliers�

Each PMT string will be optically isolated from the others �and from the top and
bottom pancakes� using aluminum septa	 to provide some segmentation�
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Finally a plastic scintillator �roof� will be built above the system of chimneys
that provide access to the central detector� This roof will be mounted on a cart so
that it can be rolled away for calibrations or other support operations�

��
 Calibration and Monitoring Systems

The calibration and monitoring system for the KamLAND experiment carries out
measurements of the detector performance required to �a� convert observed pulse
heights to energy depositions and their times and positions	 �b� optimize the dis�
crimination between signal and background	 and �c� estimate detection e�ciencies to
an accuracy better than �$	 at least for e�ciencies relevant to reactor anti�neutrino
measurements� The system consists of overlapping techniques	 so that cross�checks
can be made and the calibration and monitoring program can be easily adapted to
the detector needs based on actual running experience� In the description below	
emphasis is placed on calibration and monitoring for detection of low"energy anti�
neutrinos from reactors and terrestrial radioactivity and neutrinos and anti�neutrinos
from supernovae� Such emphasis follows from the priority which these processes have
in the KamLAND physics program and that their requirements on calibration and
monitoring are representative of practically all processes which KamLAND will study
in the ���"�� MeV energy range� Detector calibration for the study of higher"energy
processes	 e�g� nucleon decay and atmospheric neutrinos	 is brie�y described at the
end�

�
�
� Overview

As already discussed in detail	 physics events can be decomposed	 in our detector	 in
successions of simple events� The response of the detector to the signal and back�
ground processes can be understood from measuring its response to each of the rel�
evant simple processes� For detection of e� and � over the relevant energy range	 it
su�ces to carry out calibrations with � sources� energy depositions of e� and � in
scintillator are understood well enough so that detector simulation tuned to the �
calibration data reliably models the detector
s response to e��

The calibration and monitoring system will consist of the following components	
which are described in detail in the following sections�

�� Gamma Sources� Calibrated gamma sources	 mono�energetic and point�like	
spanning	 for sake of simplicity	 the energy range from ��� MeV to �� MeV
would be positioned at di�erent locations within the detector volume� Data
from such sources will be used to directly measure the energy response as a
function of position and to tune#check the detector simulation program used
to calculate the positron detection e�ciency� In particular	 the capability to
place the source at any position will be exploited for understanding the e�ect
of �ducial volume cuts on detection e�ciency�
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�� Neutron Sources� Similar to the � sources	 calibration data would be taken
with neutron point sources positioned at various points in the active detector
volume� These measurements would be used to estimate the neutron detection
e�ciency and to improve PSD as a way to suppress background�

�� Alpha sources� We will expose the detector to � sources in order to measure
in situ the quenching factor and PSD�

�� Light Flasher System� Sources of short light pulses having the same spectral
pro�le as scintillation light will be placed at di�erent positions inside the detec�
tor� With a dynamic range of one to several thousand photoelectrons per PMT
we will be able to study single photoelectron gain	 PMT timing �including walk
corrections�	 PMT gain linearity and scintillator stability on a rather frequent
basis�

�� Cosmics� Cosmic�ray muons which stop in the detector and decay provide a
well"known Michel spectrum with endpoint energy ���� MeV� The Michel elec�
tron energy spectrum will be used to measure the detector response at the higher
energies relevant	 for instance	 to supernova neutrino detection� Although lim�
ited in statistics	 stopping muons which are captured on nuclei provide another
means of measuring the neutron detection e�ciency�

�
�
� Gamma Sources

The gamma sources are primarily intended for calibrating the response of the detector
to gammas and positrons in the energy range ���"�� MeV� The set of sources we plan
to use is ���Cs ������ MeV�	 	�Mn ������ MeV�	 �	Zn ������ MeV�	 ��Co ������ MeV�	
Am"Be ����� MeV�	 and one additional source	 yet to be selected	 to provide a cali�
bration point between � and �� MeV� �One candidate source for the high energy point
is Cf"Ni	 which consists of a set of discrete gamma emission lines between ��� and �
MeV�� Since Am"Be emits a �"� MeV neutron together with the ��� MeV gamma	
the source should be surrounded by a moderator	 e�g� para�n	 so that an appreciable
fraction of the events are not contaminated by proton recoils� In principle	 calibra�
tion data from one source combined with measurements from the light �asher system
would be enough to calibrate the detector response	 however	 given the importance
of accurately measuring the energy distribution of positrons in the �"� MeV range	
we think it prudent to directly measure the detector response at several di�erent
energies� It should not be necessary though to perform detailed measurements with
every source% for example	 to determine position scaling and understand the e�ects
of �ducial volume cuts	 it should su�ce to carry out measurements at many di�erent
locations only for two sources	 a low"energy one and a high"energy one�

Several schemes for positioning the sources within the central volume are under
consideration� A simple solution would be to use a boom system	 comprised of folding
and telescoping parts	 supported from the chimney and which can be fully retracted
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when not in use� The location of the source could be determined from positions
of the cables used to manipulate the boom and#or it could be found by �xing an
ultrasound generator to the source carriage and detecting its signal with pickups
�xed at di�erent locations around the periphery of the detector� This is schematically
shown in Figure ���

Figure ��� Telescoping boom and arm under consideration for positioning various sources inside
the detector� This simple system could reach virtually any position inside the balloon by operating
few cables on the outside� The system would be retracted during normal data�taking�

Another scheme would be to mount the sources onto a small	 self�propelled	 re�
motely controlled submersible with information on the position obtained by an ultra�
sound tracking system� This second option requires substantially better technology
but it could improve our ability to reduce radon contamination during the insertion
of the calibration hardware�

In either scheme care has to be taken while changing positions not to agitate the
scintillator to the point that its optical properties are temporarily a�ected� We are
also studying the possibility of automatizing the schemes described in view of the
number of sources and the range of positions covered� Source positions will be known
with an absolute accuracy better than � cm� The source data taken at di�erent
positions will also be used to cross"check the reconstruction of event location from
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timing information�

The activity of the sources will be chosen to give an event rate which is well above
the expected background event rate and yet below the rate at which uncertainties in
DAQ deadtime corrections become signi�cant� The activities of all sources will be
calibrated to an accuracy of �$�

The sources will be encapsulated so that any undesirable �s �e�g� �� keV �s in
the case of Am"Be�	 �
s	 and �
s are ranged out� The capsule sizes will be kept as
small as possible in order to minimize occlusion of scintillation light�

We plan to carry out the calibration with the gamma sources at the beginning and
the end of the experiment� Additional calibrations will be carried out at intermediate
times as needed based on monitoring results�

�
�
� Neutron Sources

While we expect the neutron detection e�ciency to be high and easy to simulate
reliably for inverse beta decay events within the �ducial volume	 a direct measurement
is very important to minimize systematics in our measurements� Two neutron sources
under consideration for this purpose are �	�Cf and Am"Be	 both of which can be
prepared and sealed in capsules as described above for the � sources� �	�Cf is a �ssion
source that produces about �� gammas and � neutrons	 on average	 per �ssion� One
may trigger on the prompt energy deposit from the gammas or a neutron capture
and then measure the number of neutrons subsequently detected within a de�ned
time window� The average number of neutrons detected and the mean time between
captures can be folded with detector simulation to calculate the neutron detection
e�ciency� Am"Be is a somewhat simpler source in that for each ��� MeV gamma
produced	 one neutron is produced� One can then collect a sample of events triggered
on the ��� MeV gamma �plus energy promptly deposited by the neutron� and then
calculate the neutron detection e�ciency from the subset of events in which there is
a delayed coincidence with a ��� MeV gamma� To obtain events cleanly triggered by
the ��� MeV gamma	 we could attach a small NaI detector to the source and require
that it detect the ��� MeV gamma�

A complication for both these sources is that the neutrons produced typically have
energy of a few MeV and therefore will travel further before thermalization than the
neutrons from the inverse beta decay induced by low"energy anti�neutrinos� Conse�
quently	 the detection e�ciency for these neutrons must be scaled �by simulation�
to take into account e�ects like position cuts between prompt and delayed events�
Although the systematics due to these corrections will probably be very small we are
also exploring the possibility of fabricating low"energy neutron sources� One candi�
date is Sb�Be	 which emits neutrons whose average kinetic energy is on the order of
�� keV� Such a source	 which emits only single neutrons	 must be calibrated to an
accuracy of a few percent for our purpose� These measurements can also be carried
out with sources permanently installed in a smaller detector connected in the �ow of
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the scintillator through the puri�cation system of the main detector� We are survey�
ing other neutron sources with no or very low energy accompanying � radiation for
the purpose of PSD and quenching calibration�

The mechanics for positioning the neutron sources would be the same used for the
gamma sources� We also envisage similar calibration intervals�

�
�
� � sources

As already noted many backgrounds are related to decay chains including � emitters�
For this reason it is quite important to understand well the the properties of energy
depositions by � particles� Given the great danger involved in handling � sources
with very thin sealing layers in our detector we are considering two independent ways
to address this calibration�

One possibility would be to build a transparent container with walls of similar
index of refraction as the scintillator	 �lled with scintillator sampled from the main
detector� A small short�lived � source can then be dissolved in the scintillator ����Rn	
with a half�life of �� s is a possible candidate�� The container can then be moved
through the KamLAND scintillator with the same system used for the other sources
with no risk of contamination since the source is contained by a thick wall and anyway
the isotope has a very short half�life�

In addition during the normal data�taking of the experiment � decays from ���Rn
contamination in the detector will also provide a source of calibration� Although its
position is not known a�priori this �calibration source� is active during the entire life
of the experiment and it can give valuable information once the coordinates of the
decayed nucleus are extracted from the time of arrival information like it is done for
neutrino events�

�
�
� Light Flasher System

The purpose of the light �asher system is to calibrate the PMT timing	 balance the
gain of the PMTs and determine the linearity of the PMT response �including down�
stream readout chain�� It will further be used to monitor scintillator transparency
and it will be a useful tool for commissioning and checking the detector readout� To
carry out these tasks	 the light �asher system must have the same spectral pro�le as
the scintillator light	 short pulses	 be variable in amplitude	 and provide point sources
which are at varying distances from the PMTs�

The burden of the above tasks will be mainly borne by a laser"based system
similar to one being used by the Chooz experiment� In this system	 UV light pulses
�� ns width� from a nitrogen laser are injected into a bulb of scintillator which is
viewed by the detector as shown in Figure ���

The wavelength of the laser light falls within the absorption band of PPO	 hence
light is emitted having the same characteristics as scintillator light� As shown in
Figure ��	 the laser light is transmitted to the scintillator bulbs via quartz �ber
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Figure ��� Fiber�scintillator assembly for injecting UV laser light via �ber into the scintillator cell
to obtain a nearly isotropic source of scintillator light�

optics and its intensity is modulated with computer"controlled attenuator wheels
and monitored using source"stabilized photodiodes and PMTs� We plan to locate
� bulbs at regularly"spaced locations on the PMT support sphere to be used for
daily monitoring of the scintillator transparency and to attach one bulb to the source
positioning assembly in order to be able to �ash the detector from the same position
where the sources are during the occasional source calibrations� Since the extreme
purity of the scintillator does not permit us to leave permanently objects in the
central detector one more bulb will be mounted on a tether so that it can be easily
deployed from its �parking� position in the chimney� This bulb will be used when
it is important to emit light in the same optical con�guration	 e�g� with the same
re�ections from the balloon and PMT faces	 of the scintillation light�

The laser �asher system is limited in rate to �� Hz	 and therefore	 we will also
install an LED system to carry out tasks for which accurate knowledge of light inten�
sity is not required but would bene�t from high repetition rate� These tasks include
gain balancing the PMTs	 debugging the detector readout	 and monitoring the single
photoelectron gains� A similar LED system will be also used to monitor the muon
veto system�

�
�
� Cosmic�Ray Muons

Michel electrons from the decay of muons at rest have a well"known energy spectrum
which can be used to measure the detector response up to �� MeV� The rate at which
muons stop in the detector is of the order of ����� Hz and nearly all of the stopped
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Figure ��� Schematic of system for controlling and monitoring the laser �asher system�
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muons decay� Consequently	 one has about ��� muon decay"at"rest events per day�
This rate is clearly too low for dedicated runs	 but event samples of useful size can be
accumulated with a dedicated trigger for stopped muons that is OR
d with the other
experimental triggers�

In addition about �$ of negative muons which stop in the KamLAND central
detector are captured on ��C nuclei through one of the following reaction channels�

�� ��� C � ��B ���$�

� ��B � n ���$�

� ��B � �n ��$�

Triggering on the stopped muon	 the latter two channels can be exploited to measure
the neutron detection e�ciency� Although the rate of useful events �� �#day� is
quite modest	 neutrons produced in this way and accumulated over two or three
years have the potential of allowing a measurement of the time"averaged neutron
detection e�ciency with an accuracy of �"�$� This technique has been demonstrated
by the KARMEN  ��! experiment by measuring its neutron detection e�ciency with
an accuracy of a few percent�

�
�
� Detector Calibration at Higher Energies

The KamLAND physics program includes search for proton decay and other higher
energy phenomena� For these processes	 one must understand the detector response
to gammas	 electrons	 muons	 and hadrons in the energy range of several hundred
MeV to a few GeV�

The detector response to higher"energy gammas and electrons can be extrapo�
lated by simulation from data on sources and Michel electrons at energies below ��
MeV and measurements of PMT linearity with the light �asher system� Cosmic�ray
muons passing through the detector provide data for reliably calibrating the detector
response to muons up to energies of �"� GeV� For high energy hadrons	 we will have
to rely upon detector simulation and	 if necessary	 beam tests of prototypes�

��� High Sensitivity Radio�assay

The contribution of radioactivity to the Kamland detector background should be
kept to a minimum in order to limit the uncorrelated background to the �rst stage
of physics and to preserve the option of extending the experiment into the domain of
ultra low background measurements� From the point of view of radio�purity most of
the materials in the detector fall into two categories� on one side the massive shield of
��� m of oil and at least ��� m of water allow for relatively relaxed purity requirements
on the photomultipliers	 sphere	 cabling	 rocks and	 in general	 construction elements�
At the same time the internal radioactivity of the scintillator	 and	 to a lesser extent
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of the balloon and bu�er liquid	 has to be extremely low	 especially if the detection
of single low energy depositions is sought� For instance	 as discussed elsewhere in
this Proposal	 we need to keep U and Th concentrations in steel below � ppb	 while
pushing	 in the long run	 the U and Th contamination in the scintillator at or below
the ����� g#g level�

In the following we will discuss separately the facilities we envisage for the quali��
cation of the external components and the plans we have to extend our trace analysis
sensitivity to the extreme level required�

�
�
� External Materials

External detector components will be measured in an existing low background Ge
detector equipped with a passive lead�copper shield and an active cosmic ray veto
system� Such detector	 used until recently in material testing for the Palo Verde
Reactor Neutrino Oscillation Experiment is currently installed in our laboratories
at Caltech� The detector is a high purity p�type Ge detector with ��$ relative
e�ciency and energy resolution FWHM���� keV at ���� keV� Its cryostat system
has been custom build from selected low activity	 thin materials in order to allow
for low background measurements even at low energy� To reduce the ��Co activity
near the Ge crystal all screws are built from pre�World�War�I steel� A radon purging
system	 essentially to achieve the best sensitivity	 is also built into the system� The
background spectrum for the counter is shown in Figure ��� The background is
dominated by cosmogenic activities and would be improved by installing the detector
under some substantial cosmic�ray shielding� For this reason we are soon planning
to move the detector to the Palo Verde underground laboratory where the �� m�w�e�
overburden will eliminate the hadronic component of the cosmic radiation and reduce
the muon �ux to ���m��s���

The counting e�ciency for di�erent sample sizes and geometries are readily derived
with a Geant�based full simulation of the setup� As an example we estimate the
sensitivity of the detector to U and Th to be � mBq#kg or	 respectively	 ��� ppb and
��� ppb� At the time of writing �Jul ����� a number of samples including glass	 steel	
cables and PPO are already being measured�

�
�
� Internal Materials

The liquid scintillator and all materials close need to be surveyed to extremely tight
activity limits� While the tolerable U and Th concentrations of ����� g#g are already
di�cult to test	 levels near � ����� g#g	 required for the second phase of the experi�
ment are at the limit of todays the sensitivity� While a simple calculation shows that
� spectroscopy is not a viable option	 mass spectroscopy and neutron activation tech�
niques o�er interesting prospects	 with the caveat that both techniques only probe
the long�lived parents of the decay series	 hence assuming radioactive equilibrium in
the entire decay chains�
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Figure ��� Background spectrum of our low activity Ge detector measured during ���
 days� The
energy range of the naturally occurring � radiation is shown�
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The �rst technique has been greatly re�ned for the study of geophysical sciences�
In particular a group at Caltech reported ��! measurements of the ���Th content of sea
water �in � to �� l samples� down to concentrations of ����� g#g with a background
of �� ����	 g#g �distilled water blank	 the �lament blank being �#� of this value� by
means of Thermal Ionization Mass Spectrometry �TIMS�� Using the same method this
group reports ��! a U blank of �� ����	 g#g for their mass spectrometer� To reduce
the sample size the U#Th is precipitated quantitatively by using a small amount of
Fe hydroxide� As this method is based on U#Th being in aqueous solution we would
need to develop a method to quantitatively extract U#Th from an organic solvent
into water in order to use it for the KamLAND experiment� This should be feasible
by water extraction as U#Th generally have a higher solubility in polar solvents than
in organic solvents� We are presently studying the methods to be used to calibrate
the extraction e�ciency� Careful choice of the chemicals used is needed to make sure
that a measured value is in fact not due to a cross contamination� We are discussing
this project with G�J� Wasserburg of Caltech and are exploring a possible cooperation
in this �eld�

The BOREXINO collaboration has developed a very sensitive Neutron Activation
Analysis �NAA� ��! for meta stable isotopes� In this technique the sample is irradiated
in a high �ux reactor	 producing unstable isotopes from the nuclei in the impurities�
The products of activation of ���U	 ���Th and ��K have short lifetimes and decay
into ���Np �T������� d�	 ���Pa �T�������� d� and ��K �T�������� h� that are then
dissolved in liquid scintillator� A ��� coincidence set�up	 using a low background Ge
detector	 helps to selectively count the isotopes wanted with virtually no background�
As none of the products of activation occurs naturally the purity requirements for the
chemicals used in the sample preparation can be substantially relaxed compared to
a TIMS analysis� Clean room handling and high purity vessels are however needed
before and during the irradiation�

Although organic substances are well suited for NAA as the matrix doesn
t pro�
duce long lived isotopes which could interfere with the analysis	 the irradiation of
these substances in a reactor is technically rather challenging as one has to deal with
substantial pressure build�up due to radiolysis of the sample�

We are planning to start immediately an R�D program on these techniques in
order to be able to develop the expertise needed to address the requirements for a
very low background experiment�
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� Schedule

The construction of the KamLAND experiment is facilitated by the little work needed
in civil engineering and by the fact that the technology used for the detector is in
large part available� Since	 as explained in detail above	 the background requirements
for the �rst round of physics topics are well within the present technology and even
for single counting backgrounds are dominated by radon migration and radioactivity
internal to the scintillator	 we can immediately build a useful experiment	 with a
straightforward upgrade path towards possible new physics requiring ultra�low back�
grounds� While reasonable steps will have to be taken to guarantee that construction
materials will not impede future physics	 the requirements are relatively simple and
allow for a rapid construction of the detector�

Activity Duration Ready
Access Tunnel Enlargement � mo Aug �	 ����
Disassemble of Kamiokande steel tank � mo Oct �	 ����
Paint rock and prepare KamLAND pool � mo Dec �	 ����
Install electrical lines and permanent lighting � mo Mar �	 ����
Dome radon barrier coating � mo Apr �	 ����
Build Sphere � mo Nov �	 ����
Installation of PMT support structure � mo Dec �	 ����
PMT production �� mo Jul ����
PMT installation � mo Dec ��	 ����
Electronics hut � mo Mar �� ����
Puri�cation systems �Water	 Bu�er and Scint�� � mo Mar �	 ����
Veto installation � mo Mar �	 ����
Electronics production#installation#commissioning �� mo Jul �	 ����
Balloon installation � mo Aug �	 ����
Scintillator#bu�er �lling � mo Dec �	 ����
Data taking begins " Jan ����

Table ��� Simpli�ed construction and commissioning schedule for KamLAND�

At the time of writing �July ����� the Kamiokande detector has been emptied	
PMTs dismounted and the access tunnel connecting KamLAND to the SuperKamio�
kande access road is being enlarged� We expect to have permanent electricity and
lights in the cavern by Mar ����	 to start the construction of the large stainless sphere
vessel� Scintillator will be �lled in the second half of year ���� and data�taking is
expected to begin in January �����

A simpli�ed list of milestones for construction and commissioning is given in
Table ���
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� Appendix� Selected Isotopes Decay Chains

���U ���� � ��� y� E� E	 per ��� U decays

j ���� � �	
��

� ���� �� �	���
���Th ����� d� E�� Endpoint E	 per ��� U decays

j �
� � �	
��

j �� ��� �	���

j ��� �� �	���
� �� ��
 �	��� �

���Pa ���� m� E�� Endpoint E	 per ��� U decays

j ���
 � �	���

j ���� ������� �	���

� ���� ���� �	��� �

���U ���� � ��	 y� E� E	 per ��� U decays

j �

� � �	
��

� �
�� �� �	��
���Th �
�� � ��� y� E� E	 per ��� U decays

j ��� � �	
�

� ��� � �	��

���Ra ���� y� E� E	 per ��� U decays

j �
�� � �	���

� ��� �� �	��
���Rn ���� d� E� E	 per ��� U decays

� ���� � �	���
���Po ���� m� E� E	 per ��� U decays

� ��� � �	���
���Pb ���� m� E�� Endpoint E	 per ��� U decays

j ���� � �	���

j ��� ��� �	��

j ��� 
���� �	���

j 
� ��� �	��

j 
�� ��� �	���

j 
�� ������ �	��


� ��� ��� �	��
 �

���



���Bi ����� m� E�� Endpoint E	 per ��� U decays

j ��
� � �	���

j 
�� ��������� �	���

j ��� ���� �	���

j ��� ������� �	���

j ��� ���� �	���

j ���� ������� �	���

j ���� ���� �	���

j ���� ������� �	���

j ��� ������� �	���
j ��
� ������� �	���

j ���� ������� �	���

j ���� ���
 �	���

j ���� ������� �	���

j ���� �
� �	���

j ���� ������� �	��

j ���� ������� �	���

j ���� �
�� �	���

j �
�� ������ �	��


j ���
 ����� �	���

j ���� ��
� �	���
j ���� 
���� �	���

� �� �� �	����

���Po ��� �s� E� E	 per ��� U decays

j ��� ��� �	����

� 
�
 � �	����
���Pb ��� y� E�� Endpoint E	 per ��� U decays

j � � �	��

� �
 �
 �	���
���Bi ���� d� E�� Endpoint E	 per ��� U decays

� ��� � �	���
���Po ���� d� E� E	 per ��� U decays

� ���� � �	���
���Pb ���

Table ��� ���U decays chain� Only decays with visible energy larger than ��� keV or branching
ratio more than ���	 are listed� E�ects of internal conversion are not included as they have negligible
e�ects on our calculations for a very large detector�
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���Th ����� ���� y� E� E	 per ��� Th decays

j ���� � �	

�

� ���� � �	���
���Ra ���� y� E�� Endpoint E	 per ��� Th decays

� � � �	���
���Ac ��� h� E�� Endpoint E	 per ��� Th decays

j ��� �� �	���

j ��� 
��� ���� �� �	��


j ��� ���� �� �	���

j ��� ����� ���� �� �	��

j ��� ���� ���� �� �	���

j ��� ������� �	���

j ��� ����� ���� �� �	���

j �� ��� ��������� �	���

j �� �������� �	���

j �� ������������ �	���
j �� ��������� �	��

j �� ����� �	���

j �� ��������� �	���

j ��� 

�������� �	���

j ��� �����
���� �	���

j �
� ����

���� �	���

j �
� ����������� �	���

j �
� ���������
���� �	��

j �
� ������ �	���

j �
� ���� �	���

j ���� 
������ �	���
j ���� 
��� �
���� �	���

j ���� ��� �� �	���

j ���� ��������� �	��


j ���� �� �	��

j ��� ��� �	���

j �
�� ���������� �	���

j �
�� ������ �	��

� ��� ��� �	��� �
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���Th ���� y� E� E	 per ��� Th decays

j ���� � �	
��

� ���� �� �	���
���Ra ���
 d� E� E	 per ��� Th decays

j ��� � �	���

� ���� ��� �	���
���Rn �� s� E� E	 per ��� Th decays

� ��� � �	���
���Po ������ s� E� E	 per ��� Th decays

� 

� � �	���
���Pb ��� h� E�� Endpoint E	 per ��� Th decays

j �
� � �	���

j �
� ��� �	���

� ��� ��� �	���
���Bi �� m� E�� Endpoint E	 per ��� Th decays

j ���� � �	���

j �� �� ��� �	���

j 
�� 
���
�
 �	���

j ���
 
�
 �	���

� ���
 ���
 �	����

���Po ���� ns� E� E	 per ��� Th decays

� �
�� � �	��
���Pb ���

���Bi �� m� E� E	 per ��� Th decays

j �� ��� � �	���

� ��� �� �	��
���Tl ���� m� E�� Endpoint E	 per ��� Th decays

j ���� 
��������� �	���

j ���� ����������� �	���

j ���� ������ �	���

j ���� �

� ���� ��� �	��

j ���� ������� �	�
�

� ���� ���� �	��� �

���Pb ���

Table ��� ���Th decays chain� Only decays with visible energy larger than ��� keV or branching
ratio more than ���	 are listed� E�ects of internal conversion are not included as they have negligible
e�ects on our calculations for a very large detector�
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��K ���� � ��� y� E�� Endpoint E	 per �� K decays

� ��	�� ���� � �	���
��Ca ���

��K ���� � ��� y� E	 per �� K decays

j ��	
� ��� �	���

� � �	���
��Ar ���

Table ��� ��K decays chain� Decays with visible energy less than ��� keV or branching ratio more
than ���	 are listed�

��Co ���� y� E�� Endpoint E	 per �� Co decays

� ��� ��
�� ���� �	���
��Ni ���

Table ��� ��Co decays chain� Decays with visible energy less than ��� keV or branching ratio
more than ���	 are listed�
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